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ViewMaster Kung Fu Panda Gift Set: Viewers, Reels, Storage Case. Kung Fu Panda baby socks toddler size. Kung Fu Panda by Dreamworks For Men. Eau De
Toilette Spray 2.5 Ounces. List Price:$25.00. Lost panda boardshort. Kung Fu Panda Mini Figures Vending Toys. Kung Fu Panda Insulated Lunch Bag with 2
zipper compartments. Panda exclusive stock tips. Game, Panda. Kung Fu Panda Mobile Java Game. Mobile Phone Download. Master Panda's Style
maneuvers plus earn upgrades increasing strength, speed and agility. Anyone who likes the idea of a panda kungfuing its way through numerous levels
should definitely consider investing in Kung-Fu Panda! Pandy used in battles earthquake Pandy, Shock Iron stomach and other powerful techniques. not
100% not bought a controler for a while but it seems like a good deal from play £24.99 quidco too. Labels: kung fu panda, kung fu panda 2, kung fu
panda dvd, kung fu panda games, kung fu panda quotes, kung fu panda torrent, nintendo wii fit skin green and white feet, no more heroes, no more
heroes walkthrough, no more heroes wii turbo wheel pink. You have to manage not one but many characters at once--mostly Pandey, the hero named
Master Po. Kung Fu Panda Master Juvenile T-Shirt This is an officially licensed Kung Fu Panda Juvenile t-shirt in which these Kung Fu Panda Juvenile shirts
have been screen printed with a Kung Fu Panda image. These Kung Fu Panda Juvenile tshirts are usually made from 5oz. cotton tee shirt blanks. Does your
child have a copy of Chicken Run or Kung Fu Panda? Get 'em for ridiculous prices ($6.99 for Chicken Run and $8.99 for Kung Fu Panda) here. You need
more hilarity in your livingroom! Kung Fu Panda Ninja Stars, 4ct (Toy)
By HALLMARK MARKETING CORPORATION
Buy new: $3.99
Customer Rating: ****
Kung.Fu.Panda-RELOADED.
Vtech - V-Motion: Kung Fu Panda
Do you dream of being a mindless slave (or entree) to the bloodcrazed unnaturally enraged panda species? Well good! Go buy this stupid game. Thanks
Japan, you blew it again.
there's 1 urn left in the wudang mountains and the game and i dont no where in what level is!
At the end of the story where you have to fight the boss, you can make his move miss.
Where is Po's father. I didnt hear it when they said where he was being held prisoner.
It's easy! Po's father is imprisoned in the Bandit Lair, located in the heart of the bamboo forest.
k i am on this 1 level and i don't c anyway i can get 2 the exit in time and i am guessing the other door is important in some way and i don't kno how 2
open it! i am missin somethin plz help me!!!
hi does anyone know how to beat ti lung if u do can you please tell me ? .
stuck at 99% 1 segment of medalion missing
where are the segments hidden
use the powder keg you need to kill him 4 times to continue
omg i will die before 4 times
I need to make the tiger flip perfectly its impossible can anyone help
[NintendoDS-NatlGeoPandaGame]
Game developers prepared fans not only numerous martial arts battles, but also complicated panda puzzle for which will have to seriously use your loaf.
The developers promise that Kung Fu Panda will have to taste and children and adults, because this game will be filled with explosive action and humor.
And that still need to spend your time? Check back often for some of our newer Kung Fu Panda Juvenile T-Shirts Kung Fu Panda Merchandise Kung Fu
Panda Clothing and other Kung Fu Panda Apparel we offer. Kung Fu Panda Wrapped and Ready for Christmas. Kung Fu Panda Masks (8). Torrent Kung fu
panda et le secret des cinq cyclones french dvdrip xvid. Panda character. Pandamonium Double Pack. Get everyone into the mood at once using some
Panda tattoos.
The Panda was a charmable animal found in Factions areas, but was removed from the game prior to release. The panda was removed from the game
prior to release because of local laws: in China you are not allowed to depict the death of an endangered species (such as the panda) in a video game. This
pet is still attainable in the form of a Miniature Panda. There was also a full sized panda during the Farewell to Gaile event in Shing Jea Monastery. See
Panda (collector).
I always thought that this needed a Panda.
I always thought that the panda was missing.
I just wanted to see a Panda on there. :P

The Panda Burst Tank Tops Sleeveless For Women
Panda Backpack by Blabla Does it get any cuter than this These adorable backpacks are hand knitted with 100 cotton and are lined inside Soft and thick
your child will love to tote them around Zip Closure

Ray and I counted 42 different types of panda-merchandise at the Zoo's dozens of outlets, most of it featuring Mother and Child. There were panda bibs
and placemats, panda spoons, panda shoelaces, panda socks, panda sweatshirts, T-shirts and puzzles. Panda chocolate, panda olive oil, panda salad
dressing, a panda cookie cutter. A panda Christmas tree ornament, a night-light, a snow-globe. Refrigerator magnets. Panda shot glasses and shooters.
Panda masks, panda kites, panda liquid soap dispensers. A panda switchplate, a panda-stamped mousepad. Ray and I settled for the Panda Topper
Slipper, which was a plastic take-out container of Coke decorated with pandas, for $8.95. [Chris Kraus, "Panda Porn"]

a kyakuyose panda (used purely as a drawing card rather than his real ability)
a Kyakuyose Panda (a person/a thing that is used for bringing people's attention)
The gameplay is your basic 3D adventure, full of coin and item collection to break up the enemy bashing. Gamers can use the coins they collect towards
post-level (or pause-screen, for impatient folks) upgrades to Po's skills and abilities, adding a little RPG flair to the game's basic adventure feel. The game
offers so much in the way of upgrades that most gamers will need to play through the game a second time to attain enough coins to unlock everything.
Thanks to an easy-to-use control scheme, entertaining gameplay, and the game's sparkling personality you will want to play through more than once.

Have you seen the movie "Kung Fu Panda," you know the secret in affiliate marketing is "no secret."

Panda Plush Where Can I Get A Giant Kung Fu Panda Plush Soft Toy Teddy?
OMG! I believe what I saw at Toy's R Us
I hope that helped. :]

This is the Dream Works 'Kung Fu Panda' widget for you, widget collectors like myself. Kung Fu Panda is about a panda named 'Po.'

Latest Comments
Maybe it's because I saw "Death Panda" over at GuroChan recently, but when I saw that screenshot up there, the first thing to pop into my sick mind was
that Jack Black-voiced panda grabbing the alligator by it's jaws, tearing it in half vertically, then scrubbing himself in the resulting shower of blood. And
wouldn't THAT be a nice change of pace from this year's obligitory CG talking animal movie? "Oh look, kids! Jack Black Panda is about to fight that- OH MY
GOD! He tore that alligator in half and he's bathing it's blood! Oh wait...what's he going to do to that monkey? He's not going to hurt the- Oh dear lord!
He's skull-f***ing the monkey! He's skull-f***ing the poor little monkey! Why?! Why is he skull-f***ing the monkey?!"
-Tabris [-] Minimize Comment
Posted by: Tabris_Macbeth on March 13, 2008 13:53 PDT
Report Abuse
man, this sounds like it's based on a video game already:) I mean kung fu anthropomorphic animals have been the stars of at least a couple dozen old
school 8 or 16 bit games back in the day. Hopefully it will mean a fun game - that's all I want.
EDIT: The developer, XPEC, did this previous awesome game! http://cube.ign.com/objects/743/743601.html. Also, Bounty Hounds for PSP, but my link is
waaay awesomer:) [-] Minimize Comment
Posted by: NeoShinobi_2 on March 11, 2008 20:03 PDT
Report Abuse
It's rather strange. I'm pretty sure it's another developper that's making the WII-PS2-DS versions...
hummm
Posted by: Supervun on March 11, 2008 19:44 PDT
Report Abuse
Look! He's got little panda pants. He's so cuuute!
Posted by: GT-Geoff on March 11, 2008 19:40 PDT
Report Abuse

First I stole a panda bear--then we drank malt liquor together.
Nickelodeon is adding a panda to its lineup.
The entire script for Kung Fu Panda online
00:48:39
00:48:44
00:48:48
00:48:50

The average panda weighs 352Ibs, with a body mass index of 21.34.
At over five feet in length, the panda has slightly offset weight distribution.
They use a thumb-like sesamoid bone for stability,
and would create a 5mm-deep footprint.

01:04:07
01:04:12
01:04:16
01:05:11
01:16:40
01:18:13
01:18:28
01:19:20
01:19:51
01:20:04
01:20:07
01:20:12
01:20:19

so tell us where the panda is so we can get him back to the zoo.
If I were going to steal an animal from the zoo,
the panda is the last one I'd take.
And this has what to do with the panda?
I smell panda poop.
The tip said that the case of the missing panda cub has been solved!
It proves that my mom didn't steal the panda.
How's the panda investigation coming?
I'll make sure you're locked up until the panda case is completed.
Sorry! Sorry! - (panda noises play on stereo)
Ah, panda song. - Here we go.
The sweet sound of a mother panda calling her young.
The house is clean! - (panda noises continue)

01:29:30 Lád'a, what does a giant panda eat?
01:29:36 Little pandas.
00:13:40
00:13:43
00:13:45
00:28:38
00:28:56

Here are the stories we're going to be chasing today.
lt looks like Ling Wong,
the rare panda at the San Diego Zoo, is pregnant.
Panda watch. The mood is tense.
Get out here! Panda jerk!

01:13:40
01:13:43
01:13:46
01:17:06
01:17:16
01:17:34
01:17:37
01:18:13

Tonight's top story: an ultrasound of Ling Wong,
the most famous panda in the world,
shows that her baby is doing quite well.
Listen, everybody, Ling Wong the panda is giving birth!
l want a shot of that panda being born!
l can only speculate as to the sex of the panda,
but if l had to guess, l'd say female.
We're here today to celebrate the birth of a panda.

00:14:56 It is a panda.
00:03:37 There is a sausage and two preserved eggs inside
00:03:40 Two preserved fish and some sea weeds
00:03:43 And one underwear of Panda brand
00:15:07 Sneezing panda is theoretically worth billions.
00:18:50 I suspect a panda cub brings big bucks on the black market.
00:58:07
00:58:11
00:58:18
00:58:23
00:58:27
00:58:30

He was pleased that the same chrysanthemums appeared in funerals for men and for animals.
He described to me the ceremony held at the zoo in Ueno in memory of animals that had died during the year.
For two years in a row this day of mourning has had a pall cast over it by the death of a panda,
more irreparable according to the newspapers than the death of the prime minister that took place at the same time.
Last year people really cried. Now they seem to be getting used to it,
accepting that each year death takes a panda as dragons do young girls in fairy tales.

01:31:18
01:31:21
01:31:31
01:31:35

"After he died, he was reincarnated as a panda
and was sent to Thailand as a Chinese-Thai Cultural Ambassador.
This panda is especially loved by people in the northern provinces.
Around Chiang Mai.

00:10:59
00:11:00
00:11:01
00:11:02

You big panda!
You're the panda.
Panda.
You panda!

01:15:00 The panda's dead!
01:15:02 AII right, FBI! You are all under arrest!
00:55:07 There aren't any pandas in New New York.
01:27:11 Try putting him to sleep! Try the-the Snoring Panda!
01:44:26
01:44:30
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01:44:57
01:45:05
01:45:23

Panda Four to control. - MP to Panda Four, come in, please.
Panda Four in pursuit. American Ambassador, white estate car.
Heading north. Seven Hills Road. Over.
Al. We've got a shout.
I'll be back later, all right?
MP to Zulu Seven. You are requested assist Panda Four
in pursuit of white estate car, north Seven Hills Road.
Possible diplomatic incident.
Zulu Seven to Panda Four. We have taken over your pursuit. Over.
Zulu Seven to MP. Heading west on Old Church Road.

01:01:58 They come from China. - Not this baby.
01:02:02 This was handmade in Belgium. I don't want some cheap Chinese panda.
00:11:04 And don't forget the orange chicken at panda express.
00:13:24 You want me to be your friend, but that's not what's really going on.
00:13:29 You have some problems and you want some therapy,
00:13:33 but it would be bad for Panda Modem stock if word got out you had head problems.
00:37:41 You are Panda, monarch of modems.
00:09:22
00:12:44
00:14:14
00:15:14
00:24:50
00:36:00
01:00:45
01:11:21

I'm looking forward to getting acquainted with the mother of my "Panda".
But Panda, we need you here.
Panda, don't break out the brandy just yet.
Panda? You're forgiven... tenfold.
Father, allow me to introduce Panda's new chauffeuse.
Stop being so torturous, Panda.
Why the big Panda eyes?
Ha! I pity poor Panda. - Oh, what is it now?

00:16:43 You got all out of breath. You're like a chubby panda.
00:16:46 And then you finish in twenty seconds and fell asleep on top of me.
00:16:50 It was fucking horrible!
00:00:44
00:00:46
00:00:48
00:00:50

All right. You're gonna park in A-106.
Okay. - So at the stop sign, make a right.
Another right at the panda. It's on your left.
Okay. Thank you.

00:53:16 I'm 6'3" and maintain a consistent panda bear shape.
Nuclear power and France
Posted in Uncategorized by Kung.Fu.Panda on September 30, 2009
Kung Fu Panda German DL 2008 PAL HD2DVD DVDR-Xell. Download! Zen Shorts--A Panda kid's book by one of my fav Illustrators. Read the first chapters
of my books. For Sale: FIFA 10 Sealed & Kung Fu Panda/Lego Indy by Hitman RIP - AVForums.com. Kung Fu Panda-Secrets Of The Furious Five English
Movie Free Download, DVD High Quality Original Print, Free Download Movie, Kung Fu Panda-Secrets Of The Furious Five Movie English Download Free Of
Cost. Frames for photos with heroes from Kung Fu Panda cartoon. Panda 11 Eyeglasses Palace. Voice Over Work Out Group with Television's Kung Fu
Panda. Kung Fu Panda (Widescreen Edition) (DVD) By Jack Black Buy new: $10.9997 used and new from $3.75. Kung Fu Panda (2008) / Dvdrip / RS+NL+HF
+ST by upjoker - Persian Forums. 11" Panda Blanket Babies. Kung Fu Panda Acrostic. Super Coloring Pages Kung Fu Panda panda coloring page. Kung Fu
Panda mobile phone themes for Nokia N80, N81, N82. Halloween Kung Fu Panda Costumes - Two Low Cost Costume Ideas. Plush Kung Fu Panda Panda
Mask. Plush Panda Mask - Kung Fu Panda. Lego Indiana Jones/Kung Fu Panda 2 pack. For Kung Fu Panda [Dual Audio] [Eng-Hindi] Original DVD RiP the
links are broken :( @ 20 (PANDA LOVE): You forgot Hallo.Panda.WS.PDTV.XviD-CaRaT. Kung Fu Panda (Spanish) GapKids: Owl hoodie. NZ natural ice
cream,s scoop $1m competition panda. Strenght training tips by kung fu panda Hey guys just looking for some good strenght training tips, sets, reps,
stuff like that, any help is great. Gallery of kung fu panda · Proud Supporter of EliteFitness.com! Kung Fu Panda Theme Themes for Series 60 5th Edition
Mobiles. Kung Fu Panda Cologne for Boys Reviewed.
If you are looking for a good gift idea for a boy that you know, then you should think about getting him the Kung Fu Panda Cologne for Boys. This cologne
is a good choice because it is a great way fro you to introduce that young man to the world of caring for his appearance. This is one lesson that this
young boy will be able to carry with him throughout his entire life. Imagine being able to do something as small as just purchasing a boy his first cologne,
yet knowing that you played a huge part in his growing up to be a man that cares about his appearance.
When a young man begins to grow up he will really appreciate getting more grown up gifts. That’s one more reason why you should think about getting
him his very own cologne and the Kung Fu Panda Cologne for Boys is the perfect choice. It has a fragrance that has been designed for young men that are
wearing cologne for the very first time. It isn’t too strong and has a nice and youthful style of scent about it.
Once you give a boy the gift of their very first cologne, you will be opening them up to a whole new world. Don’t be surprised if they begin wanting to
take more time with their hair and clothing. Once they realize that they are young men that are now old enough to begin caring about such things as
cologne, they will want to take more pride in other areas of their appearance. In this way, getting them their own bottle of Kung Fu Panda Cologne for
Boys will be the gift that will keep on giving. This is also a unique gift that you can be almost positive won’t be duplicated.
Kung Fu Panda - Screener.XviD-RUBENR.AVI (2008) download
Enjoy delicious panda.

Also Kung Fu Panda belongs to Dreamworks and Dreamworks puts its theme park-based attractions in Universal Studios so we couldn't have a Kung Fu
Panda Stunt Show in China.

$720贈功夫熊貓背包，只有400套，賣完為止！
$720 gift Kung Fu Panda backpack, only 400 sets sold so far!
為提供民眾有更多元的選擇，即日起於網路商城續推出「限量400套」門票優惠720元贈功夫熊貓背包的優惠活動，凡於網路商城購買此套票的朋友即贈送六福村獨家商品
「功夫熊貓背包」，數量有限，僅有400套，快到網路商城搶購喔！
To provide the public with more variety of choices, with immediate effect in an Internet Mall continued launched the "limited edition sets of 400" ticket
offer 720 gift promotions Kung Fu Panda backpack, all in an Internet mall to buy this package for a friend that is an exclusive gift LeoFoo Village
commodity "Kung Fu Panda backpack," a limited number of only 400 sets, hurry to rush to buy online mall Oh!

OST: ‘Kung Fu Fighting’ by Rain Jung Ji Hoon
電影”功夫熊貓”主題曲
Lyrics:
我也超喜歡功夫熊貓。我還喜歡麥當勞宣傳功夫熊貓、那個夾雞塊的廣告。好有節奏感。
I like Kung Fu Panda super. I also like McDonald's promote Kung Fu Panda, the folder chicken ads. Good sense of rhythm.
I really like Kung Fu Panda chopsticks everyday with my mother fought over in the
Alas
I can't thank you enough for creating this Panda.
click on panda to vote or on "voting". shar did it 10 times after her brother reminded her. shar's been snoozing on panda. sorry panda! hope i made up for
lost time.
The Joker loves Kung Fu Panda. So here he is doing an imitation of the big fat panda's "Crazy Feet" routine.
Kung Fu Panda Basic Pack. Kung Fu Panda Add-On Pack. Kung Fu Panda Deluxe Pack. Kung Fu Panda Deluxe Pack & 8 Favor Boxes. Kung Fu Panda Table
Cloth. Kung Fu Panda Centerpiece. Kung Fu Panda 9" Dinner Plates. Kung Fu Panda 9oz Cups. Kung Fu Panda Tattoos. Kung Fu Panda Sticker Sheets. Kung
Fu Panda Favor Boxes. Kung Fu Panda Thank You Notes. Kung Fu Panda Blowouts.
The advanced moves are impressive (Panda Stumble) and funny (Panda Quake) and create some challenges when actually executing them in battle. Panda
is rated E10+ (Everyone 10 and older) by the ESRB for Fantasy Violence and Mild Language.

One MAJOR annoying part is the font they use for giving on-screen instructions and the story line… they wanted it to look “Chinese-y”, and the letters are
too thin and small and that will make it quite hard for my kids to read it. I could play the game without getting really close to the TV, but if I wanted to
read it, I had to be just a couple feet away to make out what it was saying.
Rating: 4 / 5

Kung Fu Panda World, a browser-based world that has been in development for two-years, will monetize via long-term and one-day subscriptions. The
project, targeted for kids ages 8-12, will have a high level of parental controls, says USA Today. Says former EA exec John Batter, now co-president of
production for feature animation, Panda "provided a really excellent framework for a virtual world; all the elements were there. We want the kids to take
over from there and make it their own."
Kung Fu Panda
Registered User
Member Since Aug 2008

Kung Fu Panda Warrior Juvenile T-Shirt This is an officially licensed Kung Fu Panda Warrior Juvenile t-shirt in which these Kung Fu Panda Warrior Juvenile
shirts have been screen printed with a Kung Fu Panda image. These Kung Fu Panda Warrior Juvenile tshirts are usually made from 5oz. cotton tee shirt
blanks. Check back often for some of our newer Kung Fu Panda Warrior Juvenile T-Shirts, Kung Fu Panda Merchandise, Kung Fu Panda Clothing and other
Kung Fu Panda Apparel we offer.

LATimes.com has 23 pages of articles that mention Kung Fu Panda.
Raytheon, tentative translation "Kung Fu Panda 2"
Surrounded by the giant plush pandas he's forbidden to give away
Heather Stockton Tupperware is selling Kung fu panda merchandise, it rocks
June 4, 2008 at 12:04am · Report

Kung Fu Panda Plush Assortment
Kung Fu Panda X-Small Backpack
Pez Candy Dispensers Kung Fu Panda 12 Pack
Kung Fu Panda Banner, 8ft by Factory Card and Party Outlet
Kung Fu Panda Battle Palace Playset by Mattel
Kung Fu Panda Kung Fu Kickin' Po by Mattel
Kung Fu Panda Movie Figure 2-Pack by Mattel
Kung Fu Panda Movie 6 Inch Plush Buddy Figure Po by Mattel
Kung Fu Panda Movie Action Figure Star Throwin Po by Mattel
Kung Fu Panda Buddy Plush Po by Mattel
Kung Fu Panda: Meet the Masters (I Can Read Book 2)
Kung Fu Panda Personalized CD-R/DVD-R Party Favor
LeapFrog® Tag Activity Storybook Kung Fu Panda: Po's Tasty Training
Kung Fu Panda Master Po Cake Topper Set by DecoPac
Kung Fu Panda 360 by LEGO
Kung Fu Panda Cupcake Rings by DecoPac
Kung Fu Panda Watch and Mini-Suitcase Set #3800-001 by Armitron
Kung Fu Panda Figure Master Monkey vs Master Mantis by Kung Fu Panda
Mcdonald's Happy Meal Kung Fu Panda Figures Set of Four by Kung Fu Panda
Kung Fu Panda Two Pack
Kung Fu Panda by Soundtrack (MP3 Download)
Toddler Boy Long Sleeve Kung Fu Panda Tee Shirt Green
Mattel 3Q profit declines 3 percent; Barbie not immune to recession as sales fall
NEW YORK -- Mattel Inc., the largest U.S. toymaker, said Friday its fiscal third-quarter profit declined 3 percent as the tough economy dampened demand
for key brands like Barbie and Fisher-Price.
Chief Executive Robert A. Eckert said Friday that revenue “continues to be challenging this year” because of the economy, stronger dollar and a lack of
toys tied to hot movies and other entertainment.
A year ago, results were boosted by toys tied to movies including “Kung Fu Panda,” ”Speed Racer” and “The Dark Knight.”
尊重智慧財產權，照片中故事文字以模糊處理！
Respect for intellectual property rights, photos of the story text subject to fuzzy processing!
Product Details
No details are available for this product
-->
Kung Fu Panda ... 16,122 items
We found 352,805 results matching Kung Fu Panda
101,818 popular deviations submitted in all of time for panda
4.0 out of 5 stars
You Requested: KungFuPanda.pdf (269.94KB)
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Kung Fu Panda is one of the greatest movies of our generation. For a limited time, you can Watch Kung Fu Panda Online. Don’t pay $5 or more to rent the
Kung Fu Panda DVD or download Kung Fu Panda illegally and face criminal fines – you can now Watch Kung Fu Panda Online for just $0.99.

The Next Big Browser Based Game: Kung Fu Panda?
Posted on March 31, 2010 by randomgeek1
Yes, you read that correctly. You can now join the Beta Test for Kung Fu Panda Online.
Read more about it here: http://news.bbgsite.com/content/2010-03-29/kung_fu_panda_world_enters_open_beta_test,1.shtml
Well, it would sure be a complete change of pace from Travian.
Filed under: Gaming News | Tagged: browser game, Kung Fu Panda, Online Games

I recently attended the launch event for Kung Fu Panda World from Dreamworks, hosted by Alphamom’s Isabel Kallman. This browser-based online world
lets kids play games, chat with friends, trade goods, master kung fu styles, get a pet or explore the Kung Fu Panda world. Chose from 3 kung fu styles
(Tiger, Monkey and Panda) — each offering a different game experience. More styles will be introduced in the future.
I loved the safety features. As a mom of a 4 1/2 year old who now uses the computer regularly — I liked the Parent Panel. It lets parents oversee and
manage their child’s account. Parents can choose how much time (including daily access) their children can have and parents can see their child’s
progress on the site. I also liked that it’s browser -based, so nothing is downloaded or installed. Also, no personal information is solicited or shared and
chat is filtered and monitored. The site closes at 9pm every night.
Parents can purchase a monthly subscription ($5.99 per month), but before committing, the site does allow a child to try it free for the day.
This post was written by: nancy - who has written 192 posts on Mommies With Style.
Sat, Apr 3, 2010
1 Comments For This Post
Spongebob Squarepants Says:
July 11th, 2009 at 3:33 am
Like to watch Stargate Atlantis episodes and also Lost. I found your blog on google and read a few of your other posts. I just added you to my Google
News Reader. Look forward to reading more from you in the future.
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A New Centercode Beta Opportunity - Kung Fu Panda World from DreamWorks Animation!
March 25, 2010
Centercode and DreamWorks Animation have expanded the testing of Kung Fu Panda World - a brand new online world targeted to kids! We invite you or
your kids to experience Kung Fu Panda World during a free preview being conducted. Simply visit the link below and when prompted, enter the code
sneakpeek . This code will grant access for a month to Kung Fu Panda World.
As you are among the first to experience Kung Fu Panda World, we are interested to hear your feedback (tell us about your experience - everything from
in-world gameplay to customer support). You may send your comments to kfpwfeedback@dreamworks.com or join the Kung Fu Panda World project in

Centercode's system. Please click the following link to join the game.
http://www.kungfupandaworld.com/?camp_id=centercode&camp_medium=email&camp_source=centercode+betatesters&camp_content=soft+launch

The site will be operational between 3:00am - 9:00pm (PDT).
This preview is a test session. Dreamworks is monitoring their system for issues and there may be periods of down time or other problems. However, the
game is open and operational over the next 30 days for your enjoyment.
If you were engaged in earlier stages of this test, you do not need to re-join the test. Simply use this new code and link to join. If you have not been
involved, you DO NOT need to use the Centercode system to participate. However, we are providing a forum and feedback form to share any issues or
concerns you have with the game.
The Centercode Team
Please click the following link to apply for this test: https://www.onlinebeta.com/r/?FF0828F9E5FB4DEB903AE50919556746
-->

How to Download "Kung Fu Panda" Full Movie Safely Online
Downloading a movie like “Kung Fu Panda” can be dangerous. There are a multitude of “free” download sites out there that are nothing more than scams
and virus breeding grounds. In order to remain safe, it is key that you know what factors to consider when choosing a safe and reliable movie download
site.
Download speed is a very important factor. Movies like “Kung Fu Panda” are considerable in size so you will need a site that offer unlimited bandwidth.
Also check that there are no content, search or time limitations.
Picture quality is also very important. Watching poor quality movies is far from enjoyable so you should make sure the site offers DVD quality movie
downloads. Anything less than DVD quality should be avoided as it’s a waste of time and money.
Movie selection is another important factor to consider. All the bandwidth in the world is useless without a large selection of movies to choose from. The
top movie download sites grant access to over 80 million files. These files contain movie, television shows, sporting events, music and more!
The most important thing is to avoid self-proclaimed “free” download sites. These sites are almost always a scam and will only serve to cause harm to
yourself or your computer. It is a much better idea to invest in a movie download site that charges a small one time membership fee. Within a few
downloads you will be saving money over going to your local theater, especially with the current state of gas prices.
With that said, there is really nothing else to do except enjoy a few movies.

Kung Fu Panda – Po’s Dream Early Concept 2 Limited Edition Giclee Print
Kung Fu Panda – Chipstick Fight by DreamWorks Animation Limited Edition Giclee Print
Can i play kung fu panda in my acer travel mate 6292?
I wanted to play Kung Fu Panda in my laptop but it seems the graphics does not support it so i want to upgrade it.Is it possible to do that? Or is there any
other way by which I can play the game in my laptop without doing the upgrade?
Although this is not a martial arts question I will give you some advice.
nwohioguy | Jul 08, 2009
This really isn’t a martial arts question at all probably a electronics question buddy.
chris s | Jul 07, 2009

We got the Panda Bear.
I never recieved the cut file for Kung Foo Panda
Panda Warrior Ninja The legend of the Fufu United Ninja All-Stars:
Boom boom boom! Imagine a big fat panda jumping high into the air and killing everything in sight when he slams back to the ground. It is a firm tribute
to the original Ninja Duels by ThredNThrash. Adding a bit of humor to the game, this panda ninja was inspired by the 12 Pandarens custom map and
subsequently by DotA's Pandaren Battlemaster. The animated movie called Kung Fu Panda got the idea years later.
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*******************************************************************************
Kung.Fu.Panda.2008.720p.BRRip.XviD.AC3-FLAWL3SS
*******************************************************************************

------------------------------------------------------------------------------General Information
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sample Included......: YES
Burn Tested..........: YES
Standalone DivX......: YES
Audio/Video Info
Audio Codec Required.: AC3
Bitrate..............: 448
Hz...................: 48.0 KHz
Channels.............: 6
Video Format.........: AVI
Compression..........: XviD 1.2.1
Resolution...........: 1280x544
Video Bitrate........: 2467
Bits/(Pixel*Frame)...: 0.148
Format Settings......: BVOP: YES | QPel: NO | GMC: NO
Frame Rate...........: 23.976
Video Standard.......: NTSC
Source...............: 1080p EuReKA
Movie Information....: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0441773/
Language.............: English
Runtime..............: 1 hour 32 minutes
Size Of Rip..........: 1.88 GB SINGLE FILE
Encoded By...........: oldbomb
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Movie Overview
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Directors: Mark Osborne & John Stevenson
Writers: Jonathan Aibel (screenplay) & Glenn Berger (screenplay)
Genre: Animation | Action | Comedy | Family
Tagline: Prepare for awesomeness.
Plot: In the Valley of Peace, Po the Panda finds himself chosen as the Dragon Warrior
despite the fact that he is obese and a complete novice at martial arts.
Awards: Nominated for Oscar. Another 12 wins & 20 nominations
Cast
Jack Black ... Po (voice)
Dustin Hoffman ... Shifu (voice)
Angelina Jolie ... Tigress (voice)
Ian McShane ... Tai Lung (voice)
Jackie Chan ... Monkey (voice)
Seth Rogen ... Mantis (voice)
Lucy Liu ... Viper (voice)
David Cross ... Crane (voice)
Randall Duk Kim ... Oogway (voice)
James Hong ... Mr. Ping (voice)
Dan Fogler ... Zeng (voice)
Michael Clarke Duncan ... Commander Vachir (voice)
Wayne Knight ... Gang Boss (voice)
Kyle Gass ... KG Shaw (voice)
JR Reed ... JR Shaw (voice)
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Guangzhou Chuanzhizuo Trading Co., Ltd
Dynamic panda ten thousand years calendar ( YXL1)
Hold to there is the panda of an amiability on the act at play on a swing, kick ball,
Say hello, very lovely.Another??it has hereinafter function??
1?? Ten thousand years calendar manifestation:Show the year, month, day, on time,
cent, second's function.
2. Music alarm clock:Function of a alarm clock, start the term choose 6 worlds the
song inside the BIBI, DiDi the voice the conduct and actions the alarm clock the
voice, and can by oneself set up the alarm clock time.
3. World hour:Can the direct key search the whole world time of 16 national cities
4. Calculator:Have the function of eight few calculators, and contain the +,-, ??,

??, M+, M-, MRC,% etc. function
5. Time:Can choose the 12/24 system, and can at that last/ afternoon directly convert
6. countdown :It is biggest to set up 99 hours the countdown for 59 dividing 59
seconds, and establish to have the pause function.
Our company another there is elegant and big variety square, quantity good, the price
is low, practical gift of function, sales promotion goods , merchandise, please
contact us or visit our site understanding more detail
with look into the diagram slice.

The Paris Motor Show will also see a hot Panda rampaging around the Fiat stand in the shape of the new Fiat Panda 100 HP, a Panda pocket rocket!

PANDA is an acronym for Prevent Abuse and Neglect through Dental Awareness.
P.A.N.D.A. is a stand-alone application developed using Visual Basic and ArcObjects. It was developed by Francesca Riolo to provide a user friendly
framework for systematic protected areas network design to ARCGIS users. Through the use of P.A.N.D.A. the designer can explore different hypothetical
configurations of a system of protected areas in the planning area. Conservation achievements and associated costs of each scenario are based on the
available data and knowledge.
Protected Areas Network Design Application for ArcGIS
Mew pic: [MewPic]
Weapon: mew sword
History: ran away from home at age 9 met kisshu when she was 11 was forced back at age 13 and still with them.
Crush: none
Other: loves pandas
東京ミュウミュウ
Tokyo Mew Mew

McDonalds Po's Sundae plate (vanilla ice cream with chocolate syrup and smarties)
This Panda pinata will guard all the great goodies inside until your birthday child pulls the magic string
Officially licensed Kung Fu Panda costume includes jumpsuit and headpiece
Be the great master in the discipline with this cute Baby Kung Fu Costume
Panda Drum formed in traditional Chinese celebration style
New Panda boardshort upbeat new-wave cherry blossom radiates good times
Kung Fu Panda Red Fabric kicking Panda bears in black Kung Fu uniforms
Kung Fu Panda and The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success by Deepak Chopra
In reality I was completely taken by surprise by the ’sheer awesomeness’ (to steal a phrase from Kung Fu Panda) of the Chardonnays.

Kung Fu Panda Walkie Talkie on Flickr
Prepare for Awesomeness! ...ON YOUR PHONE! Get the official mobile game based on the characters, locations and storyline of DreamWorks Animation's
Kung Fu Panda.
COPY LINKS AND PASTE IN ADDRESS-BAR AND PRESS ENTER AND DOWNLOAD AS FREE USER
-->
Gu Piao Panda is a three-minute short film, which links Po to China's unsound stock market and tells a parallel story about stock panda. The story starts
from a scene that Po was a legend in the stock market, but it turns out that it is just a dream. In reality, he is a rookie stock investor and his money is all
tied up in stock because of the global recession. Po is so sad that he goes back home to talk to his goose father and his father persuades him to withdraw
money from the stock market because of the bearish market situation. Po has a strong belief that he will become a guru in the financial world someday
and the only reason he hasn't achieved that yet is because he hasn't met his teacher. His father has no choice and encourages him to attend a stock
master competition at somewhere in the mountain. Po tries so hard to get into the competition and there are three competitive groups --- the happiness
group with monkey in it, the fighting group with tiger in it and the desire group with red crowned crane in it. These three groups represent the three
different types of stock operators. Then, Po attends the competition and finally his teacher finds him and teaches him how to become a successful fund
manger. In the vid, the creator doesn't show an ending in the video, and instead he poses a question that if Po will become a stock master finally.
In other vids such as Real Estate Price, the key character panda is portrayed as a junior real estate developer who finally becomes a hero to save the real
estate from subprime lending crisis. Moreover, the storylines of the two movies are very similar. Specifically, Gu Piao Panda creates a story that Po is a
rookie stock operator who wants to become a stock master. In Kung Fu Panda, Po is a worker at his father's noodle restaurant who wants to become a
kungfu fighter. Also, they both fight for an evil in the two videos. In Gu Piao Panda, he fights for the stagnant stock market. In Kung Fu Panda, he fights
for Tai Lung. Furthermore, Po attends the competition to become a master in two movies either as a kung fu master or financial guru. In the original
movie, he fights for a kung fu secret book. In the vid, he fights for two cars as the competition awards. When examining the video clips, it is apparent that
fans use the same video clip to convey the same meaning in the different context. They just choose the video clips they like from the original movie to tell
their stories. Other vids such as Real Estate Price, Kung Fu Competition, Certificates are all associated with the current social issues to tell different
stories.
This parody is so popular that fans keep spreading it online because there's so much fun in the video. Some popular terms and events used in this vid are
funny in the context of Chinese culture. For example, they use the word "Niu Bi" (newby) to describe how successful Po is in the stock market in his
dreams. They also use the word "Tao" (trapped in the market) to explain that his money is all tied up to the stock account. Real figures are also
incorporated to make the audiences feel more attached to the story. For instance, Po's goose father persuades him to withdraw the money because the
current stock index is above 2000 points - which is where the Chinese stock market was registering at that time when this vid was made. In addition, they
use Dong Bei language, a northern Chinese dialect that often associated with Chinese cross talk to voice over the video. This brought more joy to the

audiences, especially during the global depression era.
Gu Piao Panda and other vids are great examples showing that Chinese fans' role has changed from audience to active producers. They are not just
passively receiving the information, but becoming publishers. The Internet has become a platform for them to distribute their works. This emerges an
Internet culture called kuso, which is very popular in China. Kuso, originated from a Japanese word, is a popular subculture in China that deconstructs
serious themes to entertain people (Wiki, 2009). Some interesting quotes from ESWN Culture Blog that can explain the popularity of Chinese kuso culture
are, "Kuso is people deconstruct burning satire." "Kuso is an art criticism loved by people". "Kuso is people's ordinary, yet interesting, spiritual
pursuit." (Soong, Roland & Qing, Huang, 2006)
Lifang He is from China, where she received her undergraduate degree in Journalism. After college, she was hired by two global advertising agencies
Wieden & Kennedy and Euro RSCG Worldwide. At these agencies, she worked as a strategic planner for a variety of international brands including but not
limited to Nike and Nokia and gained experience in consumer and market research and developing brand strategies. Since August of 2009, she has been
pursuing her Master's degree in Communication Management at USC Annenberg School for Communication. It was while attending a USC class taught by
Henry Jenkins that her academic interest turned toward transmedia planning and studying fan culture. Her specific areas of interest in these fields revolve
around digital culture, brand communities, and how brands relate to and engage fans.
References:
Chuan, Lu (2008). Kung Fu Panda and Hollywood Movie. Retrieved Dec.10, 2009
Kung Fu Panda Ticket sales(2008). Sina entertainment. Retrieved Dec.10, 2009
Kung Fu Panda. Wikipedia. Retrieved Dec.10, 2009
Kuso Culture. Baidu. Retrieved Dec.10, 2009.
Maureen Fan (2008). Kung Fu Panda Hits A Sore Spot in China: Why a Quintessentially Chinese Movie Was Made in Hollywood. Washington Post Foreign
Service. Retrieved Dec.10, 2009.
Qi, Cai & Ying, Xie (2009). The Internet kuso culture in China. CulChina.Net. Retrieved Dec.10, 2009.
Qing, Huang (2006). Parody can help people ease work pressure. ESWN Culture Blog. Retrieved Dec.10, 2009
Soong, Roland (n.d.). The Bloody Case That Started From A Steamed Bun. ESWN Culture Blog. Retrieved Dec.10, 2009.
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A Panda bond is a Chinese renminbi-denominated bond from a non-Chinese issuer, sold in the People's Republic of China. [1]
This order from your international site was a waste of time as it is not compatible with UK Wii, nowhere on the item description did it inform customers of
this Buy Kung Fu Panda! Number1. Couple Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt pose at the screening animated film 'Kung Fu Panda'.
Tue：政治老師貌似好中意功夫熊貓，乜都拿埋功夫熊貓來講。。。
The Devil Wears Panda
聽懶洋洋的熊貓搭配Bossa真是絕配
Panda lazily listening to really match with Bossa
fontenot619: Im in class eating a panda cupcake!
about 2 hours ago from TwitterFon · Reply

Pyper's Wish List: Kung Fu Panda stuff.
The requested URL /apparel/ski-suit/kung-fu-panda-widescreen-edition/ was not found on this server.
/blog/2008/12/beach-towel-kung-fu-panda-apparel-newly-tagged-kung-fu-panda File Not Found!
I want a Kung Fu Panda shirt, Mommy. Where’s my Kung Fu Panda shirt, Mommy? I want to wear a Kung Fu Panda shirt, Mommy. That’s NOT a Kung Fu
Panda shirt, Mommy! I just have to say: where the hell are the panda shirts.

Kung Fu Panda junior novel
Kung Fu Panda movie storybook
Kung Fu Panda for Girls Perfume for Women
Kung Fu Panda (VCD) (Hong Kong Version)
Kung Fu Panda 2009 Wall Calendar
Kung Fu Panda 100 ct. Sticker Confetti
Kung Fu Panda Twirl Drum Pencil
Kung Fu Panda Chinese Yo-Yo
Kung Fu Panda CHIA Pet Po
Kung Fu Panda Assorted Bandannas
Kung Fu Panda Prefilled Goody Bag
Kung Fu Panda Party Fun Straws
Kung Fu Panda Fact Book
Kung Fu Panda 16 oz Plastic Cup
Kung Fu Panda Celebs Runway Photos Mouse Pad
Kung Fu Panda Celebs Runway Photos 24" Canvas Box Print
Kung Fu Panda Celebs Runway Photos Jigsaw Puzzle
Kung Fu Panda Celebs Runway Photos Mug
Kung Fu Panda 61st Cannes Film Festival Poster
Inkworks Kung Fu Panda Movie Trading Cards
Pressman 10242-06 Kung Fu Panda Pal Size Puzzle
Kung Fu Panda Wall Mural
Dreamworks Kung Fu Panda kids socks
Kung Fu Panda Junior Angler Complete Fun Casting Kit Fishing Rod and Backpack for Kids
Vtech Electronics 80-084120 V.℠ile V-Motion Kung Fu Panda

Kung Fu Panda Weapons Pack
Kung Fu Panda Children's Boxing Gloves
Kung Fu Panda Movie Training Weapons Panda Attack Pack
Mattel M5125 Kung Fu Panda Po Weapon Pack
Kung Fu Panda Tai Lung Play Weapons Set Toys R Us Exclusive
Kung Fu Panda Monkey Staff
Kung Fu Panda Dreamworks 3-in-1 Transformation Giant Warrior Weapon
Kung Fu Panda 18" Inflatable Sword
Kung Fu Panda Movie Roleplay Toy Commander Crossbow
Kung Fu Panda Sword Of Heroes
Mattel M2705 Kung Fu Panda Imperial Sword With Kung Fu Panda Po Weapon Bundle
Kung Fu Panda Kicking Po
Kung Fu Panda Throwing Stars
Kung Fu Panda "Spear Assault" Tai Lung Action Figure
Kung Fu Panda Candle Holder with Candle
Kung Fu Panda Movie Uno Card Game
Dreamworks Kung Fu Panda Pencils
Kung Fu Panda Tooth Brush
Hardees Cool Kids Kung Fu Panda Pachinko Follies
Kung Fu Panda Viewmaster 3D
Kung Fu Panda Finger Kites
Kung Fu Panda Mini School Backpack
Kung Fu Panda Flitter Velvet Doodle Poster Set
Kung Fu Panda Childrens Soft Football
Kung Fu Panda Hopper Ball
Laughably crappy Panda figurines. Unfortunately, there was no Battle Palace play set to be found.

Tag Activity Storybook Kung Fu Panda
Use your Tag Reader to bring this story to life
Panda: Tasty Training introduces short vowels, consonant blends, possessives and spelling.Children can earn online rewards and parents can connect the
Tag Reader to the online LeapFrog® Learning Path to see what their child is learning.

Bonus: Unlockable character!
An Israeli company has conducted the first in a series of test flights on the Panda, a new ducted-fan, unmanned aerial vehicle prototype that looks kind of
like a flying stretcher, bringing us closer to what could be the ultimate medivac.
Fiat Panda diesel greencar

kung fu panda
this was a package that I ordered it arrived on time and in perfect condition. This package is excellent value for money 10/10.
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YOU ARE IN :: Home Page :: Plush Kungfu Panda Stuffed Hat
Plush Kungfu Panda Stuffed Hat Featured
Price:$25.99
Weight:220.00 grams
Product Code:HOL1016
This cute panda hat will give you a chance to change yourself into a cute panda ^_^. Panda is a precious treasure of China. It is a very cute and funny
animal. People love them not only the Chinese people but also the other countries. This item is a cute and vivid panda hat is made of artificial wool and
tea color glass eyes. Each side has wide band which connected with velcro fasteners, very easy to wear. It has an inner perimeter of 22". In this coming
Halloween day, dress your kid with this cute panda hat, give him/her a wonderful memory.
Panda pattern
One size
Material: Plush (Artificial wool)
Perimeter: 22"
Preparation time: 2-3 working days
This summer while I was traveling in Beijing China I found this AMAZING panda hat. When I saw this Panda hat and knew I had to have it. I knew it would
be the perfect accessory to wear to SF Giants games this season since the SF Giants star player this year, Pablo Sandoval, currently holds the nick name of
the (Kung Fu) Panda. Every time I wore the hat to the park it was a hit. People would take pictures of the hat and everyone asked what stand I bought it at.
When I told them I bought it in China I received many puzzled looks. Soon enough the hats were being sold outside the park and panda hats were soon
the norm. I sure didn't invent this amazing hat but I believe I may have had something to do with the panda hat trend at AT&T park. I think I was the
O.G. ;)

LeapFrog® Tag Activity Storybook Panda: Tasty Training
$13.99
shared by dealstack on March 15, 2009 | amazon deals

tags: leapfrog, educational toys, electronic learning toys
Tell Friends | Shop this Discount!
Kung Fu Panda Favor Box
Price: $4.99 from CelebrateExpress
Review This Product

I am loving the panda cam and the time lapse viewing.
I am not getting a thing done in the house because I finally have found something that keeps my computer running.
August 9, 2007, Panda Ethanol's Board of Directors approved a new time frame netted against the value of proceeds of ethanol and all co-products.

Panda 21 | Valuevivid Sunglasses Heaven. Disney Kung Fu Panda 8 Toy 2 Action Figure Key Ring Set Condition: 100%
Ancillary merchandise is indeed a money maker, but is it a core money maker? Is it enough to keep the business moving forward as an uninterrupted
going concern, making new works of art and being a viable entity in the marketplace? I have my doubts. I think there will continue to be 'massive'
entertainment, that appeals to a broad-based audience made on a very high budget (Things like Kung Fu Panda, Lost, Dark Knight, etc etc.) but more and
more, as you say
So in "Kung Fu Panda" and "biological human" looms, the "Little Henry" in the leading rank of the League of Nations to combat the gap has narrowed to
0.011 in.

-Maladin of Dath Remars Lost Souls says:
0. im a sad panda(ren)

11/14/2009 03:22:37 AM PST

Look i'll be the first to admit I'm a massive fan of Asian/eastern culture in general and understand how being represented in WoW as a culturally
amalgamated giant panda could be seen by certain key demographics as "insulting" or "unsavoury" especially when that character type is seen as a
secretive & aggressive sword wielding drunkard hiding in seclusion and refusing to interact in any real way with the rest of the world...
...You can see why this could potentially hit a few raw nerves cant you?
None the less Blizz has decided to launch its pet store and in effect admit that:
* pandarens still exist in WoW
* they are willing to accept the mixed cultural roots of the race
* that at least one Pandaren is willing to make contact with the wider game world.
So How long do we have to wait before Hyjal is opened up and we find a race of furry panda people swinging katana's and bowing politely while knocking
back ridiculously strong panda brew and handing out quests in a slightly upturned inflection?
We get it, its a little racist, i really dont think anyone cares anymore...

Fischer Panda 12 DP Generator Raw Water Pump is your best source for Panda Antivirus Pro 2009 1 User (12 Month). Customers buy this item with Kung
Fu Panda Danglers 3ct by HALLMARK MARKETING CORPORATION This item: Pez Candy Dispensers Kung Fu Panda 12 ... Adobe, Microsoft, Autodesk and
thousands of software titles available. Fischer Panda 12DP Generator Raw Water Pump. Kung Fu Panda Bed Sheets. Charlie And Lola -- I Am Going To Save
A Panda. This panda is completely handmade and hand sewn by me
Panda 19 Great Eyeglasses. Manufacturer Aurora Plush & Stuffed ToysTeddy Bears Plush Bing Bao Panda. RE: Kung Fu Panda 19/6/2008 7:34:34 PM. Panda
Software teams up once again with Save the Children. Maximum lifestyle posted by panda at 12:00 0 comments. Kung Fu Panda Los Secretos de los Cinco
Furiosos. Our cultural KUNG FU PANDA Pull String Pinata. Our price: $18.45 Panda Cotton Yarn 55 bamboo 24 Cotton 21 elastic nylon. Crystal Palace
Yarns Panda Cotton. Search panel wall mount elo kung fu panda 19 lcd monitor coupon organizer 17 lcd. Stay informed with Panda Security 5/19/2008
1UP is the best Kung Fu Panda for Xbox 360 resource, with reviews, trailers, Play as Po the Panda through 13 levels in this action adventure that also.
Entering the giant panda bear nursery in Wolong (China) and playing with them! Kellogg's cereal Kung Fu Panda Blanket offer Free with 8 tokens from
cereal boxes or $6.99 with 1 token on box ... ( Will you puh-lease check out bebeh panda 13 below) 13 Daisycat 01.29.07 at 5:01 pm. Download Mr
Panda Hardcore/ Drum & Bass/ Happy Hardcore music singles, watch Mr Panda -- Choke On This. Panda mahjong, free online games, flash games
Home isabellsumbrella's shop send a smile mini-panda (12 pack). This panda is completely handmade and hand sewn by me. Schedule for 12-step selfhelp support settings for substance Panda 12-Step. Issue, many boaters choose Fischer Panda. Panda Security " Antivirus Software " Forms. Free Kung Fu
Panda Wallpaper 3d-iphone-wallpaper-55. The earthquake of 12 May took place in the Minshang mountains, which is wild panda habitat. Kung fu

coloring, kungfu panda coloring, coloring, coloring pages, print, free 12 months ago
Panda 3 Sunglasses. Panda 8 Xinhua. Kung Fu Panda Warrior Juvenile T-Shirt. Find an Econo Panda Bear w/ Tee- 8″ and thousands of promotional items
you can customize with your company logo. 8 Mcdonalds Kung Fu Panda Toys Complete Set for 22.99. Panda Collection Vol.com: Giant Panda 3 Mug Red
Chinese Panda Products. See a video of the panda on youtube here. Panda Gold Coins from are exclusively established gold panda coins The 2007 Chinese
Panda 24 karat Gold coin contains 1 oz of pure gold. Kung Fu Panda Centerpiece Includes 1 Centerpiece Kung Fu Panda Mylar Balloon
For panda lovers and I am one, who prefer to see the great cuddly beasts in a Sometimes this panda play looks more like vicious fighting. My goal is to
help spread the word about the Panda and help them be saved ... Cartoon character -- Egg panda. 5 Stamp created by koni001. Fischer Panda 4 AGT
Generator Cruising Kit. Kung Fu Panda Po EZ on Romper. Kung Fu Panda (5) Kunming (1) Kunming Institute Botany (1) Le (1) Lecture (1) Lee Kum Kee (1).
Answers is a new way to find and share information. The Panda Futura size 5 is a comfort seat for larger 想搵kung fu panda 韓版但唔見有!!!
Death Panda - Pink AE86 - DRCCentral - D1RC - RC Drifting Community
Moderator’s note: We do have an online panda shop at http://www.shopzoo.com/panda-shop-c-27.html?zenid=ohdpll3nesdlroo24lganvd6l3
There is an extreme lack of panda content on panda.com.

-Death Panda is part of the Japanese metal scene described in the sweet documentary Global Metal by Scot McFadyen and Sam Dunn.
Death Panda is a shock manga by artist Waita Uziga about a giant demonic panda bear from hell.
The Death Panda is a giant panda bear who goes through the world mauling, raping and killing whatever he can find.
He takes a role a similar to the shinigami/reaper in other stories in sense of immortality and non opposable power.
Kung Fu Panda is a 2008 Dream Works film. It is about a young panda named Po, who dreams to become a Kung Fu Warrior. Behold this super funny film,
with Kung Fu fighting and hilarious characters, that is totally family-friendly! Got Angelina? Kids T Shirt 2T thru Youth XL KUNG FU PANDA For Boys By
DREAMWORKS eau de toilette. (pin-up girl extraordinaire--even here in tigress form). Angelina Jolie panda photos. Angelina Jolie with Kung Fu Panda
photos click here.
Kung Fu Panda (Group) Movie Poster Print - 24" X 36"
Kung Fu Panda yoghurt (pictures on each of the yoghurt tubs advertising the film characters).
Kung Fu Panda Download Hindi Dubbed Movie
108 kung fu panda birthday party favors candy wrappers
50 panda mini candy bar wrappers
10 kung fu panda candy bar wrappers chocolate
Kung Fu Panda candy Kung Fu Pez
Cotton Kung Fu Panda Shoes
GI Joe Kung Fu Panda Grip
Awesomeness is at McDonald’s!
Kung Fu Panda themed Happy Meal box, Apple Dippers and low fat Milk Jugs
DreamWorks' 'Kung Fu Panda' Global Happy Meal (C)2008
Celebrating the debut of McDonald's "Kung Fu Panda" Happy Meal promotion
"The McDonald's 'Kung Fu Panda' Happy Meal event is all about having fun," said Kathy Pyle, senior director of marketing, McDonald's USA.
i got a happy meal at mcdonalds and we got a toy from the movie "kung fu panda" and he touched my boobs. hence why ryan is killing him.
Skunk Fu! A tepid knock-off where a fat panda is a kung fu master… hmm, anyone remember Kung Fu Panda? What a pointless rip-off. Take it off the air,
CN.
1 Bloody huge panda charges toward survivor
Niko: nabei if i know i support chelsea liao knn such a big panda too shot
ALL: ok (panda cant talk so he nods his head)
Jonse: Nabei Panda not include u ok simi
Panda Enraged and starts shoot ball at player
Panda aiming dam bad coz he wearing Eboue jersey
*Niko takes shot gun n zhua panda head*
Niko: nabei this panda like wont die 1 lei knn shoot him till out of
top 4 liao now climb back again cb
Yao: no worries
*Yao Dons his Man Utd Jersey and Turns up collar of jersey*
*Yao picks up weapon “Kung Fu Kick”
*Yao Executes Kung Fu Kick”
*Panda Tanker Lie dead on floor*
Niko: wah heng….but den the name at the back of your man utd jersey
abit weird man…
Yao: where got weird
*Horde Alert*
*Lots of panda Rushes out from all over*
Niko: nabei 100 panda wearing arsenal jersey running all around how to play sia
Jonse: no worries i got pipe bomb
* jonse throw pipe bomb*
Yao: ehh pu bor they not chasing the pipe bomb sia
*Pandas start chasing jersey. Pipe Bomb Explode*
Survivor walk to airplane in relec manner coz they know panda can only
dance n action but cant hit them

*scene change to You think you can dance*
Barry: 10 pt
Niko: 8 pt
Jonse: 10pt
Yao: 2 pt (8 deducted coz of arsenal jersey)
Posted by Jen at 8:40PM
Labels: panda

English: The Death Panda
Synonyms: Waita Uziga - Death Panda, Miko to Yajū, Miko to Yajuu
Japanese: 巫女と野獣
Published: Oct 26, 2006
Genres: Demons, Hentai, Horror, Super Power
Type: Porn > Other
Size: 74.89 MiB (78524522 Bytes)
Uploaded: 2007-08-04 23:18:38 GMT
By: Ultra Panda
Seeders: 4
Leechers: 2
Comments: 0

Brisbane will soon be lucky enough to host the Super Pussy Panda Girls, “Japan’s #1 all-girl DJ duo.” They’ve worked with everyone from Sean Lennon to
Cibo Mato, released an ultra-rare EP on Grand Royal, and supported the Beastie Boys on their Japanese tour. They’ve even been dubbed “Japan’s #1 allgirl DJ duo”!

PANDA TV mobile phone F026 Dual sim with WIFI JAVA FM
Tracking Ball button F026
Quad band(GSM850/900/1800/1900MHZ)
Dual sim cards dual standby
Analog TV Wifi (802.11 b/g)
Tracking ball button
Java function/MSN Real 3.2 MPX Camera
Bluetooth A2DP FM radio(can output voice)
E-book reader
Email function
Full screen when watch vedio or TV Handshaking functions(change music and TV Channel by shaking mobile phone)
Language :English/Spanish/Portuguese/Italian/German/Bahasa Melayu/Bahasa Indonese/Vietnamese/Russian/Thai Features
UNLOCKED Can be used with any Service Provider.
E-mail using GPRS class 10 or WAP 2.0 JAVA applications
Bluetooth 2.0 for fast speed file transfer
Music Supports MP3 music files Songs F
M Radio Ringtones: 64 chord. Ringtone format: mp3, MP4 or midi.
Video: 3GP,MP4 .
Supports up to 8GB with the use of a Micro SD.
Data Transfer: USB/Bluetooth.
Compatible as a USB disc.
Standby Photo: jpg, gif
Telephone directories: 500 groups of contacts.
A different incoming ringtone alert can be set for each group. voice reporting telephone number and directory
Messages &Multimedia messaging: 200 messages. Supports MMS. WAP/GPRS...
Specifications
DESIGNATION SPECIFICATION
Network
GSM850/900 / 1800/1900mHz
SIZE ( L × W × H )
113*65*14mm
BATTERY
Lithium Batteries1380mA
COLOR
Black
STANDBY TIME
About 240-360 hours
TALKING TIME
About 3-5Hours

All themes tagged panda.

-Download Kung Fu Panda movie
Posted by kaina1223 23 days ago
Don't you think that the name Kung Fu Panda is not a casual one for any movie? I think I will have to watch Kung Fu Panda movie to know what is out of
queue in the movie. I will definitely watch the movie.

Entertainement | download kung fu panda movie free
Discuss | + AddToSocial

Who Voted for this Story
kaina1223

Related Links
Free Download Kung Fu Panda Movie
Watch Kung Fu Panda Movie
--

In Mandarin, the giant panda is called "Da Xiong Mao", and even though there are many different styles of animal martial arts that have evolved over the
past 1500 years, there is no panda style, until now!

First Image of the Dreamworks Fine Art is now Online to Purchase and is extremely limited to only 195 Giclee Prints. The Image Shows Panda Po and
Master Shifu's Balancing Act.

*the best fierce panda album in the world...probably*

plaster his shit mascot logo, Pwanda the Panda, all over the fucking joint
Special cocktail of the evening: the Panda Banger.

The Death Panda Tee ($10) is cuter than a bunch of skull swarming on the front of your shirt.

PVC Kungfu Panda 2GB usb flash drive

Tags: eagle, eye, kung, panda, trade.
Tags: panda or lego, wanted.
功夫熊貓 Kung Fu Panda
Tags: Fighting, Hoon, Jung, Kung, Panda, Rain
Customer tags: animation(78), great family movie(67), dreamworks(53), kung fu(53), comedy(50), jack black(48), kung fu panda(42), panda(30), adventure
(28), movie(8), dustin hoffman(8), classic(8)
Tags: art of kung fu panda, kung, kung fu panda chinese, kung fu panda cover, kung fu panda crane, kung fu panda credits, kung fu panda dream, kung
fu panda ending, kung fu panda fight, kung fu panda finger, kung fu panda mantis, kung fu panda oogway, kung fu panda part 3, kung fu panda pics,
kung fu panda quote, kung fu panda script, kung fu panda tiger, kung fu panda wiki, kung fu panda wikipedia
-->
the Panda Printing Ink Co. Ltd (Panda)
Panda Printing Ink Co. Ltd
Panda Printing Ink Co. Ltd (Panda) is currently a state-owned enterprise. It was originally founded in 1916 but has gone through several changes in
ownership since that time. Table IV provides a chronological summary of the changes in ownership. The case analysis concentrates on the period when it
was privately owned (a Sino-Swiss joint venture) and when it again became State-owned.
At the end of December 2002 Panda had about 700 employees, among which about 500 were full time. The other 200 persons were retirees and laid-off
workers. On the basis of average sales per employee Panda can be considered as overstaffed when compared with its major competitors, DIC and
Hangzhou Toka, which are Sino-Japanese joint venture companies. Table VII shows the comparison of sales turnover and profit generated per employee
among major Chinese printing ink companies in 2000.
Marketing capabilities play an important role in the Chinese printing ink sector since product differentiation is not a prominent factor. Most customers are
not price sensitive because printing ink represents a very small fraction of the total cost of the end products. They will select suppliers based on
reputation, service and speed of delivery, quality and consistency of their products. Working relations between the company and its customers are also

important. Panda's products have been selling in China since the mid 1950s. The company and its products have a good reputation, especially in the
conventional printing ink segment, and it has a good understanding of the Chinese market. Communications between the front line sales force and the
management team was prompt and efficient. Effective communications have laid a solid platform for the company to obtain first hand knowledge about
the market.
Panda is able to produce goods of consistent quality. Its ability to control the production process has paved the way to maintaining a leading market
position in the conventional inks sector. It also has a superior ability in mass customisation. Its ability to deliver goods on a just-in-time basis has
enabled it to be the market leader in conventional printing inks. The production manager believed that its close co-operation and intensive
communication among different departmental staff have provided the foundation for the company to be agile. Panda benefited from the change in
ownership status from a private joint venture back to SOE and the consequent re-establishment of mutual trust among employees after the change. In the
mid 1990s Panda had an experience of outsourcing some of its conventional products to two contract manufacturers. However, after three years of
cooperation with the two companies, it discovered that they were marketing conventional printing inks with equivalent quality standard to that of Panda.
One of its contract manufacturers subsequently became one of the top 12 selling companies in 2002, whereas before using Panda's technology it was only
ranked number 30.
-->
4、《功夫熊貓》：執著
可愛的熊貓身上 有沒有讓你聯繫到竹子，
竹子一樣的清爽與眾不同，竹子一樣的能屈能伸，
愈挫愈強？！
4, "Kung Fu Panda": persistent
Cute panda who does not let you have a link to the bamboo,
The same distinctive fresh bamboo, bamboo能屈能伸the same,
The stronger the more down? !
-->

【功夫熊貓】塞斯羅根
"red panda" (s,l) "green panda" (s,l) "blue panda" (s,l)
"jumping rope & panda"
Originally Megu was going to wear a petticoat and plaid skirt along with an altered raglan, but then she ordered . . . . . . a panda Kigurumi!!!!!!
You will want to order the Adult size = 大人用
子供用 means child sized so don't accidentally order that unless if you have a child you want to match you.
鹿の子 means cotton fabric
フリース means fleece fabric
ok, i really need help, i whant to get the Red Panda, but its ether worded as "風太くんで一世風靡したレッサーパンダの着ぐるみです。
コレを着れば、あなたも風太くんのような人気者に！" and it is REALLY confusing!!!

Kung Fu Panda [Dual Audio] [Eng-Hindi] Original DVD RiP
http://rapidshare.com/files/241767682/Kung_Fu_Panda__Dual_Audio__Original_DVD_RiP_by_F_M_.part1.rar.html
http://rapidshare.com/files/241770144/Kung_Fu_Panda__Dual_Audio__Original_DVD_RiP_by_F_M_.part2.rar.html
http://rapidshare.com/files/241772370/Kung_Fu_Panda__Dual_Audio__Original_DVD_RiP_by_F_M_.part3.rar.html
http://rapidshare.com/files/241773283/Kung_Fu_Panda__Dual_Audio__Original_DVD_RiP_by_F_M_.part4.rar.html
http://rapidshare.com/files/241778677/Kung_Fu_Panda__Dual_Audio__Original_DVD_RiP_by_F_M_.part5.rar.html
http://rapidshare.com/files/241784149/Kung_Fu_Panda__Dual_Audio__Original_DVD_RiP_by_F_M_.part6.rar.html
http://rapidshare.com/files/241785222/Kung_Fu_Panda__Dual_Audio__Original_DVD_RiP_by_F_M_.part7.rar.html
http://rapidshare.com/files/241785704/Kung_Fu_Panda__Dual_Audio__Original_DVD_RiP_by_F_M_.part8.rar.html
File Type: MKV/RAR
Runtime: 92min
Video Type: 480p
Ripper: QuAdKa
Video: 909kbps x264 23.976fps
Resolution: 720 x 304
Audio: AAC 128kbps (2 chnls)
Language: English
Subtitle: None
Size: 700MB
Screenshots: #1 | #2 | #3 | #4 | #5

Kung Fu Panda is a fun statement of secular humanism.
I'm in panda express and human just came on.
“Hi,” I said. “I’d like to take a picture with you for my mom’s birthday, but I have to go home and get a sign first, one that says Happy Birthday Mom. Of
course I’ll pay you. Can we do that?” The panda nodded. I wondered if the panda suit contained a man or a woman. “Are you on your way to the park?” The
panda nodded. “So I can find you there? Near the Statues of Liberty, maybe?” The panda nodded.
I am ISO the Kung Fu Panda tokens that were printed on several different Kellogg's cereals about a month or so ago. It was collect 8 and get a free Kung

Fu Panda blanket, I was able to collect 4..so im looking for 4 more.
Panda Master Moves Po £11.09 @ Tesco.
Featuring voice and phrases from the hit movie, Master Moves Po has sensors that recognise kung fu moves. Demonstrate unique round house kick move
and quick draw nunchucks as Po tries to become a kung fu master.
Pattern transfer for panda cakes. I made all the icing except for the black icing. Black icing is difficult to make, and it is just easier to go buy a tube of
Wilton black icing.
Kung-Fu Panda Wallpapers
22 JPG | 1280х1024 | 9,65 MB
DOWNLOAD
http://depositfiles.com/files/j6ipd60l5
Kung fu panda Perfume on sale
Free Shipping On all orders $59 and above at Fragrance Supplier.
FragranceSupplier.com
Kung Fu Panda Poster
Find Your Favorite New or Classic Movie Posters. Buy Today & Save.
www.AllPosters.com
Kung Fu Panda Party
Skadoosh! - Celebrate your next party with theme supplies & décor.
www.OrientalTrading.com
Kung Fu Panda Cheats
All Kung Fu Panda Cheats & Guides All Cheats ten usd per month & Tips
CheatVideoGames.Net

Binding : Toy
ProductGroup : Baby Product
Model : LC27012
Features expressive face and soft features.
The panda comes complete with multiple textures and sounds to keep baby entertained.
My baby boy loves this panda--we hang it on his car seat and he smiles and talks to it while we're driving. So cute!
She loves to hold the panda, suck on its face and legs, squeeze its crinkly parts (hand and feet), and chew on the plastic teething ring. This has been a
great toy.
My dog, Thor, just loves this panda. He carries it around, runs with it, chews on the stomach to make it squeak, and uses it as nucker when he is getting
ready to go to bed. If this toy is durable enough and provides enough joy for my dog, it will definitly be a favorite for any kid!!
Presumably a few hundred of these babies were sent out to critics around the country - and with shipping and whatnot, that's a hefty chunk of cash for a
silly marketing gimmick.

donotreply@kungfupandaworld.com to me
show details 10:46 AM (3 hours ago)
Dear Parent,
Your child has joined KungFuPandaWorld.com, a virtual game world based on the DreamWorks motion picture, Kung Fu Panda. In order to play, they have
created a free Kung Fu Panda World account.
In Kung Fu Panda World, your child can:
Play through a variety of "Chi-games" that develop a user's strength, speed, and wisdom.
Create and customize their own unique Kung Fu Panda character.
Make friends and interact in a safe online world.
Discover and develop their own kung fu style.
Progress through multiple sash levels unlocking more and more amazing Kung-Fu content.
To allow your child further access to Kung Fu Panda World activities and chat, we need your consent and your agreement to our Privacy Policy, which
contains a section that explains our information practices with respect to children. As a parent, you may decide to allow your child to chat within Kung Fu
Panda World. We believe in safe-guarding your child's experience online. We take measures to ensure that users cannot share personal information
through the chat system.
Please click on the URL below to change your child's chat settings:
http://kungfupandaworld.com/client/dashboard.html?token=d40368248d3779b4a54153a70266e0gg
During the child registration process, Kung Fu Panda World asked your child to provide the e-mail address for their parent, which was used to address
this notification. You can read more about our Privacy Policy here:

http://www.dreamworksanimation.com/privacypolicy.html
We also asked your child to provide an account name and password to access Kung Fu Panda World. The account name is as follows:
KUNG FU PANDA WORLD ACCOUNT NAME: hedorah55
In the future if a Kung Fu Panda World membership is purchased, we may collect a parent's full name, e-mail address, and billing information, including a
mailing address.
We also encourage parents to create a Parent Account. This account can be used to make changes to any information provided, manage your child's
account, and find out more information about Kung Fu Panda World.
To learn more about the Parent Account, or to create one, please visit:
http://kungfupandaworld.com/client/dashboard.html?token=31cdea8231a52ae469bdb897d8f26fgg1
If this e-mail address has been provided without your consent, or if you wish to permanently deactivate your child's Kung Fu Panda World Account, please
visit:
http://kungfupandaworld.com/client/dashboard.html?token=6e635gg104a9864d2485b1fa40ece5e88
At any time, you as a parent can edit account information or request that an account be permanently deactivated by contacting
support@kungfupandaworld.com
If you have any other questions, please visit our game FAQ on http://www.kungfupandaworld.com
Sincerely, The Kung Fu Panda World Team
If you have any issue with the links provided in this e-mail, please copy the web address and paste it into your browser.
Reply
Forward

18. At 10:47am on 28 Apr 2009, pandatank wrote:
Pretentious and unbelievable. All pandas know Kung Fu instinctually from birth.
This Panda Bear cake is for my grandson who will be 3.
The sweet little panda is definitely getting a more mature image. I feel she is somewhat maligned in certain circles. Maybe as she gets older people will
start to appreciate her more. Don’t get me wrong I don’t think that a persons worth is just through looks –- besides I think she’s adorable now in a little
sister kind of way – I just think that as she gets older she’s really going to surprise people. Just wait and see.
Lesser Panda is the less expensive version of the famous Panda Brand cigarettes. Their logo is two pandas, drawn by a famous Chinese artist that was
persecuted during the Cultural Revolution because of his Swedish in-laws. Later, after Mao's death, he moved back to Shanghai and lived a quiet life
painting his landscapes.
谢国忠：熊猫经济
财华网 - May 5, 2009
謝國忠 : Pandanomics
網誌分類：未分類 | 網誌日期：2009-05-05 14:03
Investors hoping for a return of the bubble years shouldn't be fooled by China's enticing loan growth figures
Andy Xie
Updated on May 04, 2009
So many people now trapped in structured products are pinning all their hopes on a bubble revival to release them from looming poverty. All eyes are on
China's eye-popping loan growth figures. Imagine if all that money goes into the stock and
Imagine if all that money goes into the stock and property market. ("Wow, all that panda juice! We're saved!" a friend remarked to me). Are Chinese banks
the kung fu pandas coming to the rescue?
Prize for closest prediction without going over: Kung Fu Panda Secrets of the Furious Five on DVD and House on DVD Approximate Retail Value (ARV) of
prize: U.S. $28 - $42. Prize for closest prediction without going under: Kung Fu Panda The Secrets of the Furious Five on DVD and Baby Einstein World
Music on DVD. Approximate Retail Value (ARV) of prize: U.S. $22 - $35. Potential winner will be determined by comparing the prediction submitted with
the actual opening weekend gross for 17 Again, as announced by the studio on April 20th, 2009. The participant who submits the prediction closest to
the actual opening weekend box office, without going over the actual opening weekend will be the potential winner Kung Fu Panda - Secrets of the
Furious Five on DVD and House on DVD. The participant who submits the prediction closest to the actual opening weekend, without going under the
actual opening weekend will be the potential winner of Kung Fu Panda - Secrets of the Furious Five on DVD and Baby Einstein - World Music on DVD. In
the event of a tie, the participant whose ballot is received at the earliest date and time during the Contest Period shall be the potential winner of the
relevant prize. The potential winner will be notified by e-mail or first class mail within fifteen (15) days of the announcement of the box office results. The
potential winner will have ten (10) days from notification to accept the prize by e-mail or by U.S. mail by writing to the address specified in the
notification.
So that was it. At only 19 minutes this is the shortest episode I’ve seen. It was also probably the least entertaining Moutube episode. Reina looked good.
So did Ai. But the only one to raise a laugh was little panda Mitsui. I know I don’t speak Japanese so may be missing out on a lot (when you see subtitled

episodes you realise just how much you do miss) but even so there was very little ‘outside’ talent on show and what the girls got to do was minimally
entertaining to say the least.
Panda bears. On drugs. Getting ready to beat people up. How can I possibly make this any more clear?
kung fu panda offical website
brand new offical website
kung fu panda brand official website
josh hutcherson offical website
mexico offical website
half blood prince offical website
heros offical website
dc offical website
india offical website
friends offical website
china offical website
new york offical website
offical dmv website
offical bleach website
Attack its weak point for underage panda.
deodorant animals to toilet
and i bought panda...

Twitter panda + someone searches
TorilynnX3 Someone needs to buy me a Panda pillow pet
about 19 hours ago from txt
johubris Terrifyingly awesome: being woken up by someone in a PANDA MASK brandishing fried food at you and dancing. I heart BAMJI
about 21 hours ago from TweetDeck
heyitsann "if someone wins a giant ass panda on your watch you might as well go home cause you're fired." lmfao.
1 day ago from txt
HeartbreakEm if someone wins a giant ass panda on your watch, you should just go home, cuz ur fired, okai? 1 day ago from web
cathbot If someone wins a giant ass panda on your watch you should just go home cuz you're fired.
1 day ago from Brizzly
CaitiCaitlin About to watch @TheEllenShow have someone scare Josh Duhamel in a giant panda suit. Oh buddy.
1 day ago from web
heart1e55m00mba "Someone tell me please where to find a virgin in this country." "Uh... well... difficult." Panda's so adorable. #Skins
2 days ago from TweetDeck
jasonbonvivant http://twitpic.com/zyu7h - Someone just sent me this pic of a cute panda showing how effective this Lancome Hydra Zen eye cream is
HAHA
4 days ago from TwitPic
Abi1i It smells like someone had some panda in my suite and this time it wasn't me
4 days ago from Tweetie
Jakesaysahoy So i'm driving on TV highway and i just saw someone in a panda suit advertising a hair salon. Win.
4 days ago from txt
diamondthriller DIES, SOMEONE TELL ME WHAT PANDA DID? besides fuck romeo.
5 days ago from web
cfgoodson I want some pan asian cuisine. Or some panda. Someone should go get me panda wink wink @kluehring.
6 days ago from txt
for3v3rfaithful http://twitpic.com/zkn9e - someone buy me this panda!! =D
7 days ago from TwitPic
katchykid Someone stole my hello panda...
7 days ago from web
kayla193 someone bring me panda express please :(
9 days ago from txt
aki_panda もふもふもふもふ〜〜〜！ RT @mof_mof_: @aki_panda きせいもふ
2 minutes ago from movatwitter
Justin1KCL I'm gonna save the panda!...........................aw!..............Panda's dead.
3 minutes ago from web
blackmoon1952 @panda_35 いってこーい
5 minutes ago from P3:PeraPeraPrv in reply to panda_35

Chyllesen I'm gonna save the panda! shit, panda's dead!
5 minutes ago from Digsby
Xander5000 Im .gunna save the panda..,......the pandas dead
5 minutes ago from txt
angelkamille I hope so. Any idea who's going??? Panda alien. For the last time <3. Ah this is heartbreaking. :( @Capt_krunchie
5 minutes ago from Tweetie in reply to Capt_krunchie
FC_CoRal9 That's a panda. Do u knowhowharditis to get a panda now a days. I think it's dead. I'm notso sure of what they eat.
30 minutes ago from mobile web
asahina8 @panda_2009 やっぱり・・・？
39 minutes ago from web in reply to panda_2009
genderbitch Man, I love the tone argument. Lovelovelovelovelove. Like sparkle pandas.
39 minutes ago from web
FTWGraham @sleepasaurusrex haha them things looked like pandas.
about 3 hours ago from web in reply to sleepasaurusrex
Nick_Sydney Just because pandas still look cute with two black eyes, it does not mean that you should get jealous.
about 1 hour ago from web
xbicoastalkidx @Bughers Why so blue, panda bear?
about 1 hour ago from web
RNSLYF God dam panda and in n out ahhhhhhhh *heaven sounds lol
about 1 hour ago from Sidekick
bear_renegade 3) pulled out a chair for me and stumbled on his panda feet, fell on floor...didnt move...rolled on his belly.
about 2 hours ago from web
gocaligirl my phone finna die , & its raining . what a sad day . & im finna eat panda express & they food is like artifial chinese food .
about 2 hours ago from UberTwitter
thetakahashi @panda0321 フォローサンク(´・ω・)ス
about 2 hours ago from Keitai Web
DaisyMariee_ ugghhhhh. PANDA
about 1 hour ago from web
rosh314 @bear_renegade I'm seriously so confused about this panda story. please explain
about 1 hour ago from web in reply to bear_renegade
luv_mydachshund @ThatTweetThing - I like the panda! :-D two bad they don't have quacking duck phone ones! #fistpump
about 1 hour ago from web in reply to ThatTweetThing
Crystian_Dior @MissPapparazzi1 why you stop carrying your pet panda around... it was a good look on you..
about 1 hour ago from web

I'm a freaking Panda damnit! I shouldn't even have to prove it to ANYONE!! Its just so gosh darned obvious!
(screams and shouts like a crazy person)
I think you were definately a panda at one point.
/me looks at Vandalise thread.
Dude, I'm the only panda here. I'm the original freakin panda.
Hm... Mandi? Panda? Mandi Pandi? -> Uh... yeah, I guess so, but...
"The original panda" Then why are there so many Pandas? Is it like vamps?

So, how would you fight the Lich King in Pandaria?

Posted in Uncategorized by Kung.Fu.Panda on July 9, 2009
Yen: Safe Haven, But for How Much Longer?
Season 4, Episode 7: Jin visits a toy store to buy a stuffed panda bear for the Chinese Ambassador's grandson
[StuffedPanda-Subtitled-EpisodeofLost.jpg]
Movies,
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like
like
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rumination, in swallowing, vomiting There are new between the moving.
constipation, the process of one climax after another, in the end were hooked.
vomiting, spit tangled before the five internal organs, spit upon enjoyment.
holding back urine, shrinkage, such as water, relaxing, such as flood.

About DreamWorks Animation SKG
DreamWorks Animation is principally devoted to developing and producing computer generated, or CG, animated feature films. With world-class creative
talent, a strong and experienced management team and advanced CG filmmaking technology and techniques, DreamWorks Animation makes high quality
CG animated films meant for a broad movie-going audience. The Company anticipates releasing its feature films into both conventional and IMAX®
theatres worldwide. The Company has theatrically released a total of seventeen animated feature films, including Shrek, Shrek 2, Shark Tale, Madagascar,
Over the Hedge, Shrek the Third, Bee Movie, Kung Fu Panda and Madagascar: Escape 2 Africa. Monsters vs. Aliens opens in theaters on March 27, 2009.
All of the Company’s feature films are now being produced in stereoscopic 3D technology.

About Paramount Home Entertainment
Paramount Home Entertainment (PHE) is part of Paramount Pictures Corporation (PPC), a global producer and distributor of filmed entertainment. PPC is a
unit of Viacom (NYSE: VIA, VIA.B), a leading content company with prominent and respected film, television and digital entertainment brands. PHE is
responsible for the sales, marketing and distribution of home entertainment products on behalf of various parties including: Paramount Pictures,
Paramount Vantage, Paramount Classics, Paramount Famous Productions, Nickelodeon, MTV, Comedy Central, CBS and PBS and for providing home
entertainment fulfillment services for DreamWorks Animation Home Entertainment.
[MPAA Rating PG from LogoServiceP03 font pack]
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-->
~(=^･ω･^)/｡･:*:･ﾟ★，｡･:*:･ﾟ☆ ありがとニャ!

RT @cocoa997: @nekoijiri フォローありがとうございまーす(｡^ω^)ﾉﾞ 「ねこいじり」ダウンロードさせていただき

ました。猫ちゃんに怒られちゃいましたーw
10:36 PM Jan 8th from web
-->
Kung Fu Panda says:
April 16th, 2009 at 12:24 pm
I was on the road and must admit that most drivers were behaving and watching the speed limit.
-->
因為我們的主線是熊貓，所以這裏首先說說金剛。
-->
[PandaLunch.gif]
なんて素敵なお弁当･･･♪
what a nice lunch
もじもじ感がいいですね。（＾ー＾
I like the feeling restless.
-->

subject person: manager, retail department
source: reliable & confidential
person: ha. ha. i no want go meeting, because i m kungfu panda. hee hee.
xx: huh?
person: because i fat. hee hee hee.

-->
11/06: Angry Panda invades Japan
Category: General Posted by: angrypanda
Thanks to Melissa M. Angry Panda now greets all visitors to the Harajuku Station in Tokyo, Japan.
Copyright 2007 Angrypanda | Webmaster | Back to top
-->
Do you know a movie called Panda? Year 4, 5, 6 watched this movie yesterday, but we didn't finished yet.
OCT 17 FRI 2008 19:15
功夫熊貓
[BeautifulBlurredPanda.jpg]
我伸了個懶腰，正要回頭問士杰是哪一部電影時，迎面走來端著啤酒的空姐正好介入了我和士杰談話的時空點上，直到他端著另一瓶空罐離開後，我回頭看到士杰正拿著剛
才送來的那瓶啤酒，大笑著跟我說「功夫熊貓真的很好笑」。回過頭後，我仔細想想，才發現士杰已經很久沒有這麼開心了。
I伸了个懒腰, turned around and asked about a movie which Shijie, the head of the flight attendants walked holding beer and I just Shijie involved in spacetime point of conversation until he holding a bottle cans left, I looked back to see Shijie are just sent out of the bottle with beer, big smile, told me that
"Kung Fu Panda is really very funny." Looking back, I thought about it, only to find Shijie has been a long time not so happy.
-->
我承認，我被感動了很多次。

marissabree123 @AsiianBoii listen here panda hush hahaha
24 minutes ago from twidroid
-->
hedorah55 Dear Kieran
28 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 I like your observation that the life of these texts takes place in the distance
28 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 in the middle distance maybe
27 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 that reading is peripheral or "extensive" as I've been thinking lately
27 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 far-ranging, continuous
27 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 shallow, marked by lassitude
27 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 like an RSS feed
26 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 text falling around us in a way that does not demand to be read
26 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 and not "intensive" as it was in Discourse Network 1900 or what we usually call Modernity
26 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 Elspeth Jajdelska suggests a tipping point in the growth of fluent reading in the late 1700s
24 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 at this moment, the reader shifts from the position of "speaker" to "hearer," and the narrator is born
24 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 it strikes me that at present, reading happens around us
24 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 a blue illumination as Miyazawa Kenji sez
24 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 that other people read or seem to be reading
23 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 all partial, marked by lassitude
23 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 that reading happens in the aggregate
23 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 that we move thru it as thru a landscape
23 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 leaving, taking bits
23 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 at this moment, the reader shifts from the position of "hearer" to "overhearer," and networked writing is born
23 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 what was left was like a field as Ashbery sez
22 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 shut your eyes, and you can feel it for miles around
22 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 in this sense, like Tan but of course in a completely different way
22 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 I see poetry aspiring to the condition of furniture
22 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 which flickers busily, busily
22 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 with landscapes, with everyone
22 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 but it must also be true that this echo persists even when we are offline, afk
21 minutes ago via web

hedorah55 that the conditions of "meaning" in what we read have changed with our orientation toward the text
21 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 it strikes me that at present, texts do not present a series of meanings but a series of programs
19 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 that reading burns a silent ring into the brain
19 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 a program that gets replayed, passed on, repeated
19 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 I can't tell you working on Panda: how much explicit repetition takes place
19 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 this is certainly true of the copy Dreamworks commissioned, which is posted and reposted everywhere
18 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 moreso and more importantly of the millions of "original" responses to the movie
18 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 reviews, blog entries, comments, forum posts, pages and groups
18 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 thru which the same words and phrases circulate incessantly
18 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 engaging the same affects, nerve-langauage, emotions, reflexive fantasies
18 minutes ago via web
ubuweb Karel Appel 'Musique Barbare' (1963) [MP3]: http://is.gd/ayzPW
17 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 as our own discourse network drives us forward in a spiral of textual production
17 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 which we mistake for communication between persons
17 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 at this moment, writing means to insert oneself into this discourse engine
17 minutes ago via web
ioerror I am really happy that San Francisco has such a great yearly Anarchist book fair.
16 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 as to taking this kind of work literally afk
16 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 I think the book is useful as one platform among many
16 minutes ago via web
arlenarlenarlen Clean. Shaven. Wearing tuxedo with tails and a top hat. You've been warned.
15 minutes ago via Seesmic
hedorah55 tho certainly what we still call "the book" is not "the book" of 1989
15 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 it is one point in a meshwork of platforms for textual production and distribution
15 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 open, continuous, discontinuous, temporary, passing slow
15 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 one speed among other relative speeds
15 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 not to overprivilege the textual, since it does seem to me that all writing is digital
15 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 as @loriemerson and I have recently been discussing
14 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 even print, usually now the application of acrylic monomers to "wood-free" paper
14 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 is essentially the transfer of digital information to analog materials thru computer-controlled machines
13 minutes ago via web
looktouch rt @hedorah55: tho certainly what we still call "the book" is not "the book" of 1989
13 minutes ago via TweetDeck
hedorah55 whose output will end up being retyped or scanned and distributed in digital format
13 minutes ago via web

hedorah55 in the connections between computers there is no difference between sound, image, and text
13 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 it has crossed my mind that this work suggests a number of platforms I have yet to access
13 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 art installations, LED boards, urban screens, mp3 audio broadcasts of readings by Apple Inc.'s VoiceOver played from moving bicycles
12 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 compulsory as well as invitational media
12 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 tho for the moment I have no practical access to most of these platforms
12 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 and they do not seem to offer the forms of looped response and autonomous dissemination I am looking for
11 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 I wonder what you are thinking in this direction
11 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 as for genre, I can see that it is still in operation in some quarters
9 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 yet in its most interesting forms it is treated as a sort of conduit or field generator
9 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 a channel
8 minutes ago via web
looktouch Interesting digitext manifesto on @hedorah55's Twitter feed (go 2 his profile 2 read all)
8 minutes ago via TweetDeck
hedorah55 which it has been, when it was, always
8 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 only now it seems its fluctuations have accelerated and its connections multiplied
7 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 I seem to work in minor genres, or *with* minor genres
7 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 reviews, blog entries, comments, forum posts, pages and groups
6 minutes ago via web
looktouch @hedorah55 I still want 2 try 2 create these virtual spaces & non-complete & feedback & memory palaces w/traditional print methods
6 minutes ago via TweetDeck in reply to hedorah55
hedorah55 aggregating their output into larger, non-generic works
6 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 featureless landscapes, oceanic maps
5 minutes ago via web
looktouch @hedorah55 but I think ur doing a good job w/the panda project. Using the form 4 something new.
5 minutes ago via TweetDeck in reply to hedorah55
hedorah55 not because I have a problem with genre or consider my work to be post-generic
4 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 but because I am focused on "writing" as a meshwork of platforms for textual production and distribution
2 minutes ago via web
hedorah55 and with such a focus, genre figures only incidentally
less than a minute ago via web
spamfromjapan http://twitpic.com/18hj59 - IT'S ON FIRE! ASH IS FALLING ON MY HEAD. #japan
less than a minute ago via TwitPic
looktouch At a certain pt of dilution, nettle tea tastes like lightly sweetened black tea. Also, I've decided that bunnies r health food gurus.
less than 5 seconds ago via TweetDeck
hedorah55 @looktouch for awhile two summers back I was drying nettle leaves from the garden to make tea; lovely and a good source of A, C, And E
about 10 hours ago via web in reply to looktouch

hedorah55 @looktouch I think there is a place for print in these networks and certainly don't mean to impugn the book as a platform
about 11 hours ago via web in reply to looktouch
hedorah55 @looktouch I simply think of it now as one platform involved in a larger meshwork
about 11 hours ago via web in reply to looktouch

hedorah55 @looktouch the book is slow, which is needed
about 11 hours ago via web in reply to looktouch
hedorah55 @looktouch but thru @chalkknit I've also become interested in changing the duration of the book, conceiving of it as a periodic report
about 11 hours ago via web in reply to looktouch
hedorah55 @looktouch a permanently open system or an indefinite series rather than a definitive statement
about 11 hours ago via web in reply to looktouch

RSS feed of hedorah55's tweets
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content management systems
"More exactly, an inscription device is any item of apparatus or particular configuration of such items which can transform a material substance into a
figure or diagram which is directly useable by one of the members of the office space... One important feature of the use of inscription devices in the
laboratory is that once the end product, an inscription, is available, all the intermediary steps which made its production possible are forgotten. The
bench space will be forgotten, and the existence of laboratories will fade from consideration. Instead, 'ideas,' 'theories,' and 'reasons' will take their place."
Bruno Latour
-hedorah55 reading someone
less than 20 seconds ago from web
-utiuts Oops. Someone from China stumbled upon my blog. Is she gonna be pissed at me for writing about China's favorite boy? LMAO.
28 minutes ago from Mobile Tweete
Millaneza I hate when I'm writing something and someone stands behind me watching what I'm doing ¬¬...
about 1 hour ago from web
iQHQ Writing :: Blog Commenting - oDesk: I need someone who can find blogs and make a comment for every blog. $.05 per ... http://bit.ly/brm2Zi
about 2 hours ago from twitterfeed
kaminiwa (I was actually just about to post that link myself, so yay, someone else saved me the trouble of writing a 50 word summary :))
about 3 hours ago from web
MarilynHefner someone is writing a novel in my back seat .
about 9 hours ago from mobile web
prodigyxl3600 Soooo who was the person writing on someone elses formspring about being with me today and that i would be a cute couple with them??
about 12 hours ago from txt
taka_gsuis_rock aki: I lost my own way of writing... Someone help me find it? D: - gsuis: really... I'll kill you! u_ú maan... I gave it to you last week!
about 13 hours ago from web
overchay @vampire_rogue and if someone's writing her in fic, there shouldn't be a difference between them, except she looks different.
about 17 hours ago from ceTwit
babiilizzie @JWG_23 I like your tweet about writing to someone & them not writing back.lowkey thought it was about me.sorry..ok i was daydreaming th ...
about 19 hours ago from txt
EricRobertsER Can someone help? Everything I'm writing here is ending up on Twitter as well, & I do not wish that to happen.... http://bit.ly/9fINd5
about 22 hours ago from Facebook

[[Victor Nell, The Psychology of Reading for Pleasure]]
plundered but not necessarily recommended

p_panda_a .@p_panda_a さんは未知のアイテムの名称と用途がわかる程度の能力です。 http://www.syawaful.com/nouryokumu/ #nouryokumu
1 minute ago from web
LoliN3k0 Xbox Live: loli n3k0 is currently Online. Joinable - Playing Battlefield BC2
Demo. Playing Rush PORT VALDEZ. (Xbox Live Nation)
about 1 hour ago from XLN Live Integration
haiwaiazhai 进了小庆的BBS，里面真多loli啊（叹气）小庆看到这些会哭的

6 minutes ago from web

"basically I've come to think that I work like an architect
10:41 PM May 12th from TwitterBerry
I used to think that all architects worked like authors, but when I looked around I saw that they were implementers and service providers"
10:43 PM May 12th from TwitterBerry
and it occurred to me that, really, the city is the actual star of Judge Dredd
10:45 PM May 12th from TwitterBerry
@chalkknit "I mean, Dredd himself is a man of limited attributes and predictable reactions.
11:25 PM May 12th from web in reply to chalkknit
@chalkknit "His value is giving us a fixed point, a window through which to explore the endless fountain of new phenomena that is
11:26 PM May 12th from web in reply to chalkknit
@chalkknit "the Mega-City. It's the Mega-City that powers Judge Dredd, and Judge Dredd that has powered 2000AD for the last 30 years."
11:26 PM May 12th from web in reply to chalkknit
The how-to sections are dazzling in their complexity, revealing how the modern panel is a mix of 3D models, vector art, and ink drawing
10:46 PM May 12th from TwitterBerry

The Most Badass Coffee Machine Ever (Post #7) « Jscutari's Blog Says:
March 16, 2010 at 5:34 am | Reply
[...] commented on Courtney’s BLOG and Jess’s BLOG. Possibly related posts: (automatically generated)Interactive Chalk Animation.muto – wall painted [...]
Best 2 Blog Post Selections « Jscutari's Blog Says:
March 18, 2010 at 3:03 am | Reply
[...] commented on Courtney’s BLOG and Jess’s BLOG. Possibly related posts: (automatically generated)Animated Reenactment of The Shining (Post #6)All
[...]

11 March 1869 A hunter brings a panda skin to the French Jesuit, Armand David
13 April 1929 The Roosevelt brothers become the first foreigners to shoot a panda
1936 Ruth Harkness captures an infant panda and takes it to the USA, evoking universal sympathy for the plight of the panda and creating the ‘panda
cult’
1936-46 14 pandas are taken from China by foreigners
1946 China closes its doors to panda exploitation by foreigners

1984 The Chinese government decides that the panda is a lucrative commodity and begins to loan pandas to zoos with fees of up to US$1 million per year
1984 The panda is transferred from Appendix III to Appendix I of CITES, meaning that the trade in pandas or its products is subject to strict regulation by
the ratifying parties and trade for primarily commercial purposes is banned

1997 An effort to clone the panda is initiated by scientists from the Chinese Academy of Sciences

iworin @ayataka_panda うんうん。本当に無理そうってときにはってことで＞コピ本

オフ本じゃなくても、装丁を凝るとかで気持の表し方は色々あると思うよぅ。

平日夜と土曜日なら前日とかにでも連絡くれれば調整できると思うん。
10 minutes ago from web
kayapril @doremi_panda 両方ですね。テーブルでひとが食べているものをあげたことは無いのですが、どうやらそれが食べ物で美味しいのかもと、好奇心を募らせて
おります（笑）テーブルで目的を遂げるのも時間の問題かと思われます。困っています。
16 minutes ago from web
ChelseaClassic My panda bear is being a butt.
19 minutes ago from txt
5hin0ta Gold Panda マイスぺ見たら大坂と東京を行ったり来たりする…http://www.myspace.com/goldpanda
24 minutes ago from web
pandafck NEW PANDA F*CK POST! MBFW: Marcel Ostertag und die Affäre: Alles hat mir bei Marcel Ostertag nicht gefallen. Das i... http://bit.ly/cn4YBm
9 minutes ago from twitterfeed
gottalovemeech starvingg abt o2 fuck ova this panda
4 minutes ago from Sidekick
PrEtTyPsAiD @browneyedsheena lmaooo poor u panda
21 minutes ago from UberTwitter
Thesaurusrex1 now watching search: gold panda on @hypem: http://awe.sm/50PTA
21 minutes ago from Hype Machine
hedorah 55 @looktouch I especially like the one where Tai Shan is sticking out his/her tongue.
25 minutes ago from web
biebsisabeast wow. i'm 14 & my brother is 17 .. and he still watches shows i don't even watch .. like, arthur, phineas & ferb, kung fu panda? comonnn.. :\
27 minutes ago from web
cmolejo Panda base to teach its newest arrival Chinese: With a childhood spent in the US, the Chinese language could confuse Mei Lan and that ...
34 minutes ago from twitterfeed
KittyPatrick @Dirt_Nasty Hm..I'm laying naked on my couch smoking bongs&thinking of all the fun I could have if I had a baby panda. I really want a panda
39 minutes ago from Echofon
ProfSmuggles @Jed2191 Make a flim about a panda that wants to do kung-foo.
42 minutes ago from web
marche_fr Annonce auto : fiat panda: Elle roule bien pas de controle je la vend dans letat c'est une http://bit.ly/ajTDJo
about 1 hour ago from twitterfeed
Jazmaaay23 Panda after school. #yee yee
about 1 hour ago from Sidekick
sasara_love @nise_panda デッキ組むべき、雪単以外作りたいｗ
about 4 hours ago from web
itsTIAj @ery1knowYUNGIIN I'm slappin as we tweet ! Lmfaaaaoooo hahahahahahahha but forreal I got you on the panda .. on payday! Lol
about 1 hour ago from Seesmic
clsbk Pretty shocked and dismayed regarding the sudden disappearance of Panda Express at the fashion mall.
about 1 hour ago from twidroid
NicolaMandy @Potellion You leave the panda alone!
about 1 hour ago from web
Potellion Punched a panda right in his fat fuury face.
about 1 hour ago from web
yupshesgorgeous I wld jst like 2 say tht I don't ♥ @ksligh89 @ the moment. . .*evil panda stare*
about 2 hours ago from UberTwitter
ha_1 @ayataka_panda おやすみなさいませ〜＾＾/
about 2 hours ago from web
CatozWorld my niece sticked all of the panda stickers on the wall.now pandas are everywhere!LOL
about 2 hours ago from UberTwitter
operatoy @panda_bot そりゃ、昼に寝てるもんね。
about 2 hours ago from SimplyTweet
operatoy @panda_bot パンダさん深夜にツイートするんだ…
about 2 hours ago from SimplyTweet
marionnette90 @ZiadM lol ah I knw panda of course bt I always go for asian corner elakl f stars ya3ne asian corner for me
about 2 hours ago from dabr
ConnorFawcett You walk in from your mother's balcony, Panda-eyes, freezing cold...
about 2 hours ago from web

616degreez RT @CEExME_HS I want a panda #rando
about 2 hours ago from mobile web
CeexME_HS I want a panda #random
about 2 hours ago from Echofon
panda_2009 .@panda_2009

さんへ、あなたを象徴する４文字は「体調不良」です。http://azflash.net/az/twit4/

about 4 hours ago from web
hedorah55 A panda who lives in a non-specific Chinese village. http://tumblr.com/xus5pguqw
about 3 hours ago from Tumblr
ambssssss Thomas: Panda can I come in? Panda: No, you fucker.
about 3 hours ago from Echofon
DarkSnowflakes i lovee my sexy panda bear kyndell he is so auh-mazing!! i cant wait to see him friday!!! lovee you derek baby!!<33333
about 3 hours ago from web
blustreettag i am watching fung ku panda hahahhahahahahaha insider
about 4 hours ago from MySpace
thecrunkpanda Xbox Live: panda von panda is currently Online. Playing LEGO Batman. In The Batcave.. (Xbox Live Nation)
about 4 hours ago from XLN Live Integration
indygurl1125 It's scary, but I am not three years old, and I want the panda pillow pet.
about 4 hours ago from txt

-->
Panda Burning Incense Computer Virus
熊猫烧香病毒

Core tips Panda Burning Incense

长江商报7月20日报道 2006年12月至2007年1月，那是一段中国网民遭遇浩劫的日子。
Changjiang Daily reported July 20 From December 2006 to January 2007, it was a day of Internet users in China hit catastrophe.

“黑客”出身的李俊研制病毒，碰上了擅长“病毒商业运作”的“生意人”王磊和张顺，两者在“暴利”诱惑下的结合，最终引发了“熊猫烧香”席卷网络的灾难。短短的两个多月时
间，该病毒不断入侵个人电脑、感染门户网站、击溃数据系统，上千万台次的电脑遭到病毒攻击和破坏，给众多个人用户、网吧及企业局域网用户带来巨大的损失，被
《2006年度中国大陆地区电脑病毒疫情和互联网安全报告》评为“毒王”。
"Hacker", who developed the Li-virus, hit a good "viral commercial operation" and "businessmen" Wang Lei and Zhang, both in the "profiteering" Lured by
the combination of the ultimate cause of the "Panda burning incense" swept across the network disaster. A short period of more than two months time,
the virus continued invasion of personal computers infected with portals, routed data system, tens of millions of units times the computer has been virus
attacks and damage to a number of individual users, Internet cafes and corporate LAN users a huge losses, was "the year 2006 computer virus outbreak in
mainland China and Internet security report" as "Du Wang."
从案发到现在，两年半过去了，猖獗的“熊猫烧香”病毒已经被消灭。该案3名案犯相继出狱，只有“毒王”李俊仍在服刑改造。近日，本报记者经过辗转联系，先后与李俊、雷
磊、张顺等3人首次面对面，他们讲述了鲜为人知的作案细节，真实地还原了“熊猫烧香”的诞生和灭亡过程，这也是他们首次直面媒体。
From the incident to the present, two and a half later, the rampant "Panda burning incense" virus had already been eliminated. The case have three
criminals released from prison, only "Du Wang," Li still serving their sentences modified. Recently, the reporter was removed after contact, later worked
with Li, Lei Lei, Zhang Shun and other three were for the first time face to face, they described the little-known details of committing the crime, the real
way to restore the "Panda burning incense" in the process of birth and destruction This is also the first time they face the media.
简单心态的罪恶演变，源于认识擅长“病毒商业运作”的王磊和张顺。在“暴利”的诱惑下，他们的结合，最终引发一场中国网络灾难。
The evolution of a simple criminal mentality stems from good understanding of "viral commercial operation" Wang Lei and Zhang. In the "profiteering" the
temptation, their combination and ultimately trigger a Chinese network of disaster.
大约两个月后，也就是2006年11月，李俊基本完成了“熊猫烧香”病毒。在编写病毒的日子里，除了吃饭、睡觉，其余时间他就坐在电脑前查资料，编写代码。
About two months later, in November 2006, Li basically completed the "Panda burning incense" virus. Days in the preparation of the virus, in addition to
eating, sleeping, rest of the time he sat on the front of the computer to conduct research, write the code.
雷磊说，李俊大部分是模仿“尼姆达”病毒编写 “熊猫烧香”。李俊说，“熊猫烧香”是经过多种途径交叉感染的超级病毒，它可通过U盘、局域网感染，也可通过点击网页感
染，总之，现今病毒感染的所有方式，“熊猫烧香”都具备了。
Lei Lei said that Li most of imitation "Nimda" virus writing "Panda burning incense." Li said, "Panda burning incense" is a cross-infection through a variety
of ways a super virus, it can be through U disk, LAN infections can also be infected by clicking on the page, in short, all the way today's virus infection,
"Panda burning incense" are available a.
2006年12月底开始，“熊猫烧香”病毒以闪电的速度，在全国网络间传播。李俊说，“每天，熊猫烧香病毒可获取30万到50万的电脑流量，也就是说，全国每天有30万到50
万的电脑系统被击溃，若按一个月算的话，全国至少1000万台次电脑遭到了熊猫烧香病毒的攻击和破坏。”
By the end of December 2006 the beginning, "Panda burning incense" virus with lightning speed, the network spread across the country. Li said, "Every
day, FuJacks.exe may obtain 300000-500000 computer traffic, that is, the national daily 300000-500000's computer system has been defeated, if the
count by one month, then at least the national 10 million units of the computer was a Panda burning incense virus attacks and sabotage. "
李俊说，全国的媒体疯狂报道“熊猫烧香”时，一种从未有过的快感从他心头涌起，“看到很多公司手忙脚乱的时候，我觉得特别好玩，感觉很好笑”。
Li said that the national media coverage crazy "Panda burning incense", the kind never seen before from his heart filled with pleasure, "see a lot of

companies running around in circles, I find it particularly fun, feels good laugh."
李俊的“野心”膨胀，他要与国内主要杀毒软件公司进行较量，让杀毒软件公司发布“熊猫烧香”病毒公告。”据了解，就在熊猫烧香病毒肆虐时，李俊曾不断更新病毒，在网上
与瑞星公司进行较量，直至被捕。
Li's "ambitious" expansion, he wants to with the major domestic anti-virus software companies to compete, so that anti-virus software companies release
"Panda burning incense" Virus Bulletin. "It is understood that, on the FuckJacks.exe unfold, Li has continually updated the virus, in-line with the company
Rising contest before the arrest.
“熊猫烧香”病毒 是一种蠕虫病毒的变种，而且是经过多次变种而来的。尼姆亚变种W(Worm.Nimaya.w)，由于中毒电脑的可执行文件会出现“熊猫烧香”图案，所以也被称
为“熊猫烧香”病毒。
"Panda burning incense" worm virus is a variant of the virus, but also comes after several variants. Ni Muya variant W (Worm.Nimaya.w), due to poisoning
in the computer executable file will appear "Panda burning incense" pictorial, so it is called "Panda burning incense" virus.
用户电脑中毒后可能会出现蓝屏、频繁重启以及系统硬盘中数据文件被破坏等现象。同时，该病毒的某些变种可通过局域网进行传播，进而感染局域网内所有计算机系统，
最终导致企业局域网瘫痪，无法正常使用，它能感染系统中exe、com、pif、src、html、asp等文件，它还能中止大量的反病毒软件进程并且会删除扩展名为gho的文
件。被感染的用户系统中所有.exe可执行文件全部被改成熊猫举着三根香的模样。
A user's computer after poisoning may appear a blue screen, frequent restart and the system hard drive data file is damaged and so on. At the same time,
some variant of the virus can be transmitted through the local area network, which would infect all the computers within a local area network system,
eventually leading to the corporate LAN paralyzed and unable to work properly, it can infect systems in the exe, com, pif, src, html, asp and other
documents It can also suspend the process of a large number of anti-virus software and will remove the gho file extension. The infected user's system for
all. Exe executable files have all been changed to panda holding three incense looks like.

Here are a lot more variations:
[PandaBurningIncenseVariations.jpg]
But in practice, you wouldn't want to see one of these pandas flashing on your computer monitor screen. If you see it, it means that your computer has
been hit by the "Joss-stick burning panda" virus (some variant of the worm known as Nimaya). This is not an easy virus to eliminate because any attempt
to run any kind of .exe file will only bring up the cute panda on your computer screen. If you see the graphic, it is too late already!

-->

a deadly earthquake that measured at 8.0 Ms[1][9][10] and 7.9 Mw[11][12] occurred at 14:28:01.42 CST (06:28:01.42 UTC)[13] on May 12, 2008 in
Sichuan province of China and killed at least 68,000 people.[6] The earthquake occurred as the result of motion on a northeast striking reverse fault or
thrust fault from the strike of the Indian Plate onto the Eurasian Plate and its northward push on the northwestern margin of the Sichuan Basin. The interplate relative motion caused large scale structural deformation inside the Asian continent, resulting in a thinning crust of the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, the
uplift of its landscape and an eastward extrude. The earthquake’s epicenter and focal-mechanism are consistent with it having occurred as the result of
movement on the Longmenshan fault or a tectonically related fault. The epicenter was in the mountains of the Eastern Margin of Qing-Tibet Plateau at the
northwest margin of the Sichuan Basin.

1,600 paper mache pandas set up by members of WWF at Paris.

Panda: It is a large animal found in China. It's diet is mainly bamboo.
the main intention & work of panda is to EAT ... even in real life their main work its to eat thats all...

Pandas are endangered, smartly decorated and reassuringly vegetarian. Kids everywhere, adults too, are crazy about them. That's why China can get away
with leasing them to foreign zoos for $1-million (U.S.) a year.

http://blogs.sandiegozoo.org/blog/2009/09/17/panda-cub-3rd-exam/
You should find the name roly poly in chineese since everyone is calling him that i think it is a good name but will sound better as roly poly in chineese
my mom and i want to eat him up and just smother him in kisses (but not as much as bai does, poor thing has saliva fur! lol) and boy he is the biggest
one of the bunch as he is a male i assume but he is just so cute. also at night are there people on the panda cam to watch him i notice that when bai
leaves the cam doesn’t zoom in on him?
roly poly sounds to me like “滚滚 (guin guin) ” in Chinese, means”strong & round” and also “rolling and rolling”. In China, it is a very popular and loving
nickname for pandas, simply because they are so roly poly and like doing somersaults, and rolling and rolling on the slopes. This baby is indeed a little
“滚滚“ :)

Taiwan By The Numbers (12/25/2008) (TVBS) (1,373 persons age 20 or over interviewed on December 23, 2008. Telephone numbers were drawn
randomly from the telephone directory, and then the last 4 digits were randomized.)
Q1. Do you know that two panda named Tuan Tuan and Yuan Yuan were sent this afternoon from mainland China to Taiwan?
90%: Yes
10%: No

Q2. Do you welcome the pandas to come to Taiwan?
63%: Yes
15%: No
21%: No opinion
Q3. Will you go to the Taipei zoo to view the pandas?
52%: Yes
44%: No
4%: No opinion
Q4. Do you think that Taiwan's position has been dwarfed as a result of the pandas coming over from mainland China?
25%: Yes
59%: No
17%: No opinion
Q5. Do you think that the coming of the pandas is a normal cross-strait exchange or a mainland unification ruse?
59%: Normal cross-strait exchange
22%: Mainland unification ruse
19%: No opinion

They are fucking cute: everybody loves a panda. 其實沒人說我們能當功夫熊貓。在西方的現實體系裏，不是可愛熊貓，而是讓人恐
懼的，或者是悲情的熊貓。如果实在要畫一幅圖像的話，我想，應該是，山姆大叔調教熊貓，讓他不要搗蛋了，好好練功夫，造福世界。
Hoping a cuddly black-and-white national treasure will again produce Chinese box-office gold, Walt Disney Studios is releasing "Trail of the Panda" here
Friday (May 8). The release precedes by days the first anniversary of the deadly earthquake that uprooted the endangered species' home. It follows by
almost a year the record-breaking box-office run of DreamWorks Animation's "Kung Fu Panda," which earned more than $14.7 million in China last
summer.
So this Hollywood is not stopping at exploiting and rejoining at the the disaster in China. It is now coming to dig gold in post-disaster China.
'Panda' bounds into Chinese theaters.
為梅竹打氣 功夫熊貓打頭陣
Mei Zhu for the encouragement to take the lead in Kung Fu Panda

[採訪記者]黃慎謙

邱憶群

[撰稿記者]黃慎謙
[審稿記者]邱憶群

湯靜宜

陳之馨

[本台消息]第四十一屆梅竹賽將在下禮拜五登場，梅竹工作會所策劃的系列宣
傳活動也開始為己丑梅竹造勢。二月二十五日由蚊子電影院播映的電影《功夫
熊貓》便在觀眾的引頸期盼下，於蒙明偉樓前廣場粉墨登場。梅竹工作會工作
人員表示，會選擇播放電影《功夫熊貓》，是希望藉此呼應吃竹子的清大吉祥
物─熊貓，打敗交大的「竹狐」，以鼓舞梅竹賽士氣。
[Reporters] Huang Yi Qun Shen Chiu Kwok-him
[Journalist] Huang Shen him
[Press Review] Yi Qun Qiu Xin Chen汤静宜
[The Taiwan News] forty-first session of plum bamboo game will debut next Friday, the work of Mei Penny planning a series of clubs have begun to
campaign for Mei Zhu己丑campaign. February 25 broadcast by the mosquito cinema film "Kung Fu Panda" in the audience eagerly look forward to the
next, in front of the square stage蒙明Wei. Mei Zhu said the staff work, may choose to broadcast the film "Kung Fu Panda" is to eat bamboo to echo-panda mascot of the National Tsing Hua University, National Chiao Tung University defeated the "Bamboo Fox", to boost the morale of plum bamboo
tournament.
近七十名觀眾讓現場座無虛席，其餘觀眾則在蒙明偉樓前廣場席地而坐，只
為一睹電影《功夫熊貓》。既然是清大主辦的活動，當然不能少了代表清大的
紫色：只要當天觀賞電影的同學出示任何一項紫色的隨身物品，便可向在場工
作人員領取點心和梅酒，在觀賞電影與之餘同時還可以享受美食。
Nearly 70 so that the scene was fully packed and the audience, the rest of the audience in front of the square-wei蒙明sat on the floor, only to see the film
"Kung Fu Panda." Since the National Tsing Hua University-sponsored activities is, of course, can not be less representative of the National Tsing Hua
University Purple: As long as the students to watch films the same day to produce any of the purple belongings, the staff will be able to receive the
presence of dim sum and plum wine, and watching movies with Yu can also enjoy food at the same time.

5月19日，對於我們來說，是關鍵的一期。儘管論調沒什麼新意。熊貓，替換金剛，攀爬在帝國大廈頂部。標題：美國的中國恐懼。
Panda熊猫宝宝@成都熊猫饲养中心
Most of the pandas at the center were transferred. The panda above was the first we saw. We all love baby pandas right. Thirteen baby pandas born after
the devastating earthquake that hit China's Sechuan province last may were on Saturday brought to a sanctuary which aims to "teach" them how to survive
in the wild. Giant panda. Giant panda having lunch. The Sichuan earthquake that happen in 2008 really affect the giant panda. Coz in Sichuan has a
Wolong Piant Panda Reserve Center. That center is a home to 86 giant panda. Thank god all 86 giant panda has survive the earthquake.
As shooting wound down in the Wolong Giant Panda Nature Reserve in southwest China's Sichuan province, an 8.0 quake struck May 12, killing more than
70,000 people in the area.
Twenty-eight members of the film's crew abandoned B-roll film and equipment and hiked through the mountains for three days before they were rescued

by the Chinese military.
The "Trail" film crew lived with the pandas and their caretakers for four months under strict supervision. The penalty in China for panda poaching is public
execution.
"We were toward the tail end of the shoot, with maybe five days to go, when the earth began to shake and just didn't stop," said Ying Dong CEO Jennifer
Liu, a former Disney employee who wrote and produced the film.
Shot in Mandarin, "Panda" was dubbed into Cantonese for south China moviegoers and for its Hong Kong release. Depending on its performance at the
Chinese boxoffice, it will be dubbed by Disney into other languages for distribution overseas, Liu said.
Though the six pandas used to play the film's star, Pang Pang ("Chubby" in Chinese) survived. The panda that portrayed the mother of the twin cubs was
killed.
Giant pandas 熊猫. Giant pandas 熊猫. Giant pandas 熊猫.
how do we know that panda are protected and care in zoo?
can we tell the panda futre ?
can help there envoirement can help support it ?
these panda are loving care protectives animal .
The panda is gentle and lovely.
The panda bears are so lovely as to make people melt.
Whereas the current saying is that the Chinese people are the "descendants of the dragon," will they become the "descendants of the panda" in the future?
The simple and honest panda with two black eyes looks like a sissy. Worse yet, the panda is a vegetarian.
-On May 17, the following blog post appeared at Xanga. Here is a translated excerpt.
The 5.12 Sichuan earthquake is the talk of the town
People around the world have noted n amount of money to the 'people' of Sichuan
how come nobody is donating any money to the Sichuan pandas?
on 5.16 the morning school assembly held some who-know-what-thing for Sichuan
there was a film clip about people crying
their crying was laughable and i had a few chuckles
i can say that i have no feelings for Sichuan
what the hell is this to me?
i can laugh when i watch the news
i do not feel any sadness or sympathy
why should i make myself unhappy?
am i supposed to cry for the rest of the week?
enough money has been donated, so why should i have to donate as well? are you crazy?
i don't have enough money to spend myself, so why should i give it someone else? you people are stupid
i never realized how cool it was for me not to donate money while others do
everybody is donating so it does not matter what one person does or not
even if i don't donate there was more than 36,000 already
Sichuan is going to be rich
overseas they are giving American dollars, euros, British pounds
isn't there enough RMB already?
things are cheaper on mainland China
so they must have enough
do you want to take in even more money? if so, please give it to the pandas
the panda is a unique Chinese animal that is under global protected status
it is a waste of money to spend it on the dead cities of Sichuan
the more people die, the less crowded the hospitals become
there is no worry about no available space to put people
no worry about lack of materials, no worry about over-population
few people needs less waste discharge
don't you agree that death is better?
if one more death does not matter, then five thousand more should be okay too
it is the mainland's fault to be so corrupt
they can die but why should we get involved?
our money is not intended for corpses
how about them making some contributions to society first?
please do not blindly feel that they deserve pity
if you stupid, you can donate everything you own
actually the state is donating tens of millions
so who is your $10 going to help?
PS So please don't be stupid, please don't donate money pointlessly
This blog post was quickly cross-posted at the various Hong Kong discussion forums and drew strong netizen criticisms. Information about the blogger
was quickly dug out, including the fact that she was a student at an elite school. There were also many photos. The netizens also emailed the principal of
her school to demand action.
Finally, the blogger issued an apology:
i say sorry to everyone
i had no idea that this would turn out to be such a big affair
i didn't want to make it a big deal
i regret this
i don't know how i can undo that blog post
i know that it is useless for me to say SORRY to you
but ... i am willing to dnoate money
i now that i will not be forgiven by hong kong

but i want to do something that a hong kong person ought to be doing
that is, to donate money
you will say that i am just talking rubbish
that this is mere talk
but i will really make a donation
you say that i am a cold-blooded heartless person. i admit it
if i say that i will change and i won't repeat this again
you won't believe me
i am writing this for those people who woke me up, to say thanks
Some netizens refused to believe her because she is only writing this upon fear of expulsion from her school.
The blogger has shut down the blog.
-When the earthquake occurred on May 12, the Central Publicity Department acted the usual way for an emergency incident. An order was sent down to
the various local media not to gather news on their own and stick to the Xinhua/CCTV reports. Then the Central Publicity Department quickly found out
that the order was ineffective. The various city and provincial reporters rushed out to the frontlines overnight. One newspaper had almost 50 reporters
out in the field. Everybody said that at a time of national emergency, they could not worry too much about the censors. Even if their reports get spiked,
they could serve as volunteers serving the nation and its people.
Once the reporters arrived at the front lines, they threw themselves into gathering news while blending in with the military soldiers, police officers and
civilians. They completely put the ban order from the Central Publicity Department behind their minds. On the Internet, there was also a lot of
information and opinions that came spontaneously from the civilian sector. The Central Publicity Department did not have the ability to stop this tidal
wave either. They could only ask Xinhua and CCTV to increase their "opinion leadership" by denouncing the things that deviate from the official position,
such as questions about earthquake prediction and shoddy construction of school buildings.
This big earthquake had also changed the western media coverage of China. The overseas media were affirmative in their evaluation of the quick and
decisive response to the emergency. CNN also apologized for the anti-China speech. So the 1 million RMB research project paid for by the Central
Publicity Department did not have to be used because the ground situation had changed.
-When last seen, two months ago, the ambiguously subversive pandas of Sichuan Province's tourism-promotion campaign were talking about....
something, as a way of encouraging Chinese travelers to come see them in their western homeland. Discussion of what "More Freedom, More Happiness"
might and might not mean here and here. [SichuanTourismPoster-MoreFreedom.jpg] [SichuanTourismPoster-MoreFreedom2.jpg]
Pandas switched to fruit-only diet after earthquake devastates bamboo. Earthquakes play havoc with the panda's favourite food, bamboo. Huang Zhi, the
evacuation team leader, said the transferred pandas ranged in age from eight to 13 years and all were female.
The loss of human life is heartbreaking – nearly 100,000 killed in the space of a few minutes – but I have to admit it was the death of a single panda
named Mao Mao that moved me to tears.
They included Guo Guo, a pregnant 12-year-old panda who is due to give birth in about three weeks. The pandas were kept in two-tier cages with beds
and lots of padding to keep them comfortable. There are reckoned to be 1,590 pandas living in the wild, all of them in China, and the numbers have been
rising in recent years after conservation efforts. Most of the docile breeding-averse beasts – about 1,400 – were in the part of Sichuan that was wrecked
by the quake.
Kung Fu Panda is coming to the rescue. The film's production team from Dreamworks Animation recently visited the Sichuan Province of China to observe
and sketch the animals that inspired Jack Black's character, Po. The team also partnered with Conservation International to provide a $1 million donation
to aid in the protection of the endangered species. The money comes at a good time, since Chinese officials predict that more wild pandas will require
assistance this winter. The region's devastating May earthquake affected 80 percent of the bears' habitat.
Want to see more? Watch Jack Black speak out on behalf of pandas after the jump.
眼角有點濕潤。
His eyes a little moist.
-->
25 Responses to Jack Black Speaks for Pandas – Conservation International (CI)
lockaMidsa
March 22nd, 2010 at 8:57 pm
Chinese people is not killing pandas….the human being is killing pandas… There are good people that want to save them…and there are also people who
don’t care about them… I do love pandas!!! please take careo of the nature and we will save pandas and other animals endangered
DeadFrontierToG
March 22nd, 2010 at 9:55 pm
I was eating the end of the pullstring on my hoodie right as he said that. I feel like I should stop now.
Locusta22
March 22nd, 2010 at 10:25 pm
Jack Black = CIA bellboy. Pathetic, racist, stupid. I hate that “telling tales to children” tone in his voice. The Chinese are saving their pandas.
VestalOar
March 22nd, 2010 at 10:27 pm
“The end of a pull-string on your hoodie” haha
KingGalby
March 22nd, 2010 at 11:08 pm
large bear-cat XD

MegaWhysoserious
March 22nd, 2010 at 11:44 pm
pandas just call it BAD
hahhahahahaha
LET’S SAVE THE PANDAS
Borks94
March 23rd, 2010 at 12:42 am
I’m trying to donate (:
depicco
March 23rd, 2010 at 1:41 am
wohoo! save the pandas! protect bamboo forests!.. bad chinese, they are cutting down the bamboo, poor pandas. but lets not worry about the co2 thrown
in usa that affects not only pandas in china but every bug and living thing in every part of the planet, because the problem is in some other country, and if
we blame other countries and put whales and pandas in tshirts then we don’t have to solve our own problems that affect the rest of the world! bad
chinese, those poor pandas..
japa1990
March 23rd, 2010 at 2:27 am
While I love animals and wouldnt like to see pandas gone, you cant just put a halt on chinese people and try to stop them from running their own country.
If he was chinese then that would be different because it would be his country.
mone1987
March 23rd, 2010 at 2:33 am
y los subtitulos…. buena iniciativa, pero si es internacional?
snait1707
March 23rd, 2010 at 3:02 am
si es muy bonito el video,y lo mejor es que personas como tu y yo recibimos el mensaje, vamos a salvar el mundo
giacotube0
March 23rd, 2010 at 3:19 am
what he say at 0:39?
mrspotter340
March 23rd, 2010 at 4:05 am
hahaha …. I loved it
pauiea
March 23rd, 2010 at 4:10 am
LOVELY!
a7xZEVERAL182
March 23rd, 2010 at 4:23 am
didnt he mean north west???
anndieMG
March 23rd, 2010 at 5:19 am
I looooooooove Jack (ll)’ &pandaas are my favorite!!!
PANDAS NEED US!!!♥ lets make a difference(:
ZzVickizZ
March 23rd, 2010 at 5:47 am
Y si porfavor subieran al Youtube la versión subtitulada.
El video es más que interesante pero tambien hay personas que no entienden inglés.
Yo vi este comercial en WBla , con los subtitulos y yo estoy buscando.
Muchas gracias.
Aladamys
March 23rd, 2010 at 5:57 am
Ohhhh…I love soooo muchhh Pandas. Hopefully, the number of Pandas will increase!!…Always, the Panda bear has been my favorite!!
trilcesita82
March 23rd, 2010 at 6:35 am
Hermosos los pandas y muy buen video!!!!!!!
AshtonGymnast012220
March 23rd, 2010 at 6:44 am
I just joind Team Earth My first misson is
Saving The Prince Rainforest
juansp18
March 23rd, 2010 at 7:00 am
BRAVO JACK!!!!! ERES EL MEJORRRRR!!
Mani231290
March 23rd, 2010 at 7:58 am
Doesn’t he mean North-West China?
Thecurbstomper
March 23rd, 2010 at 8:27 am
even the quiet kid in the back of the class that looks at ya kind of funny
gaiagale

March 23rd, 2010 at 8:41 am
thank you Mr. Black!
…awesome to witness you speaking for something that matters
…and you did an intelligent even humourous job. Bravo!
xoxoDanilicious
March 23rd, 2010 at 9:28 am
this is an amazing channel, more people should subscribe.
-->

Performance ‘artist’ Calls for Pandaland Boycott of Kung Fu Panda
Sichuan, the home of the giant panda, will postpone the release of the Hollywood movie Kung Fu Panda for at least 5 days due to a new round of
controversy. A performance artist accused the film of mining Chinese moviegoers’ wallets after the major earthquake by stealing the Chinese panda and
other cultural symbols.
Even though film directors John Stevenson and Mark Osborne have said that Kung Fu Panda is intended as a “love letter” and a tribute to Chinese kung fu
and the country’s culture, and the film has won widespread positive acclaim from premieres around China, Sichuan provincial capital Chengdu’s five
cinema chains released a joint statement last night announcing a postponement in the screening of the film.
“Due to the fact that some audiences are unaware of the content of the film Kung Fu Panda, which was supposed to hit nationwide screens, including
Sichuan, on June 20, we have decided to postpone the release”, they announced. “Later we hope to re-introduce the film and the cast to the public in
Sichuan, to pave the way for the film’s screening.”
Sources said the film will be postponed for five days.
A performance artist claimed credit for this “success”.
“In my artistic heart, I cannot accept the fact that Hollywood wants to make a fortune from the Chinese people after the huge earthquake in Sichuan,” said
Zhao Bandi in one of his blogs on Bokee.com. “It’s an ugly bear. I wouldn’t even dignify it with the name ‘panda’.”
Even though he hasn’t actually seen the film, he is referring to the role (voiced by Jack Black) in the summer blockbuster Kung Fu Panda. Zhao announced
to the waiting world that at this point in time he personally would find healing for his heart through silence, rather than be amused by the comedy
cartoon. Presumably his “silence” will start after everyone in China has heard his views on the cartoon film.
Zhao, a 42-year-old “performance artist” and designer, has achieved minor fame through a number of art exhibitions at home and abroad. Ironically, he
operates under the title “Panda Man” since many of his artworks themselves exploit the image of the panda.

As Chinese citizens, we firmly oppose the exhibition of the Hollywood movie Kung Fu Panda in China as of June 20. The reasons are as follows:
Hollywood is the kind of place whose style and values create large numbers of people like Sharon Stone. She was the female actress who claimed that the
earthquake in China was "karma." Not only was she not criticized by the "department unit," her "aura" was shining bright instead. Hollywood is the type of
place which lovingly applaud the arrogance, hypocrisy and vileness of Sharon Stone. Only in an amoral place like Hollywood can Sharon Shone gain in
popularity via a moral lapse.

Upon further examination, the top signee for the petition is none other than the man known as "Panda Man" Zhao Bandi, who has a fashion line based
upon the national treasure of the panda and therefore has a clear interest in not wanting any dilution of his brand image.

5. niuniu Says:
六月 17th, 2008 at 10:31 上午
哈哈，熊猫挺好看
Ha ha good to see the giant pandas
27. 白 Says:
六月 17th, 2008 at 11:44 上午
赵半这厮用心很险恶，这位就靠恶搞熊猫出名，今番显然又是靠熊猫炒作自己。
Zhao这厮very sinister motives, the famous panda on恶搞on, this occasion is obviously speculation on their own Panda.

30. 独角犀 Says:
六月 17th, 2008 at 11:52 上午
《功夫熊猫》很好看啊，尤其是配乐，比中国人做的还有中国味儿，看场电影罢了，搞得那么政治干什么，脑抽
"Kung Fu Panda" look good, ah, in particular the music than do the Chinese people Chinese taste, just a movie, what made it political, brain extraction
32. ddt Says:
六月 17th, 2008 at 12:03 下午
为什么这样的游行集会,就没有有关部门来管呢?
Resist the residual brain.
46. mygod Says:
六月 17th, 2008 at 1:05 下午
脑壳有乒乓
There are ping-pong skull
63. WereWolf Says:
六月 17th, 2008 at 2:56 下午
这是一种行为艺术。
This is a performance art.
82. Tracy Says:
六月 17th, 2008 at 7:06 下午
赵半狄写的？哈哈。好笑的。
Written by Zhao Bandi? Ha ha. Funny.
83. WHS Says:
六月 17th, 2008 at 7:23 下午
禁吧。狠一点，再狠一点。
狠到我们无法忍受，揭竿而起。
Ban it. Make that point再狠.
We can not put up with the relentless, rise in rebellion.
85. tangooricha Says:
六月 17th, 2008 at 8:04 下午
突然想到这家伙不会是搞行为艺术的吧？
Suddenly thought of this guy will not be engaged in acts of art, right?
88. 某某鸟人 Says:
六月 17th, 2008 at 8:23 下午
sb脑残
sb residual brain
96. usb Says:
六月 18th, 2008 at 9:58 上午
抵制不抵制我都看盗版，你们闹吧。。
I do not boycott boycott pirated, you make it. .

The Hollywood kung-fu animation film Kung Fu Panda was initially banned in Sichuan because of complaints that it was in poor taste and disrespectful
given the human and animal quake deaths. However, the film was screened after internet users insisted that the victims who lived in the quake zone
needed a decent movie to cheer them up. The release in Sichuan, home to the giant panda, had been delayed following a protest by performance artist
Zhao Bandi, who employs panda images in his work, after he complained that the film was in poor taste and disrespectful to the earthquake victims. In
response, Zhao's comments prompted a backlash online with the general sentiment being that people living in the quake zone might need some cheering
up from the movie.

BANDI PANDA’ Shop Opening: The first ’BANDI PANDA’ shop will be officially opened on June 22nd, 2008 in 798 Art District, Beijing. There will be a small
reception held to celebrate for the launch of the new brand.
Following up on his ’BANDI PANDA’ fashion show during China International Fashion Week which triggered ’fashion earthquake’ in China, artist Zhao
Bandi is now involved in the field of fashion and will meet fashion consumers with his own products. In the new opening store, a series of fashionable Tshirts and accessories will be presented. In addition, the series of colourful panda plush toys which are specially designed for 2008 Beijing Olympics as
Zhao Bandi’s 2008 Mascots will be on sale in the new shop.
The protest and petition were led by artist Zhao Bandi 赵半狄, whose work incorporates panda motifs.
When an artist calls for the boycott of another artist, The rules of literary criticism apply: A boycott says nothing of truth or beauty, it's just pure jealousy.
Zhao Bandi is a moron.
Zhao Bandi is no stranger to panda hype.
I thought the movie was created to kiss the ass of the Chinese due to the upcoming Olympics but as usual, they take it the wrong way.
Here are some photos from the Bandi fashion show, which include the (in)famous Furong Jiejie.
Zhao's latest works are a series of photographs of himself and a toy panda bear, engaged in a cartoon speech-bubble dialogue about issues of concern to
ordinary urban-dwellers-air pollution, violence, drug abuse and unemployment. The pictures were displayed at the prestigious Venice Biennale art show
this year, among thousands of works from around the world including more than 50 pieces by 20 Mainland Chinese artists. Jaded critics arched their

eyebrows at Zhao's photographs, and praised their "deadpan black humor" and "ironic wit."
The same works that were catching the art world's attention in Venice were simultaneously being displayed on 300 lightboxes at different locations in
Beijing's subway system, and on smaller posters inside the trains themselves. The Beijing "exhibition" was not organized through an art gallery, but by the
artist himself after extensive negotiations with the Beijing subway authorities. The lightboxes were paid for with sponsorship from Kodak, and a printing
company that displayed their logo on the photographs. The works stayed up in the subway for the month of May per contract, and many remain in place
as the subway waits for a new paying client to fill the advertising space. Viewed by millions of commuters, Zhao and his panda have been extensively
covered in the local press and featured on several television stations, including the central government-run China Central Television. One of the photos
depicts Zhao standing on a freeway pedestrian bridge with his back to the camera, saying "I am laid off." The panda-holding the neckstrap of a pair of
binoculars-says, "Here's a present for you, it will make you look farther." If you live in Beijing, you know that on most days binoculars will not help you see
any farther, because the yellow-gray substance that passes as air is not penetrable beyond 50 meters. In another photograph from the series, Zhao wears
a rubber Halloween mask, and asks the panda "Is there anything more terrible than me?" "It's DRUG!" answers Mi the panda.
To understand why Zhao's works are causing such a fuss, it is useful to consider the average public messages bombarding citizens every day.
1. STRENUOUSLY CARRY OUT THE FOUR DO'S CAMPAIGN!
2. BRING PROSPERITY TO THE MOTHERLAND THROUGH SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY!
3. HOLD HIGH THE BANNER OF DENG XIAOPING THOUGHT!
4. BE A CIVILIZED CITY DWELLER!
The copy-writing comrades at the Propaganda Bureau have not noticed that things have moved on since 1951. While the marketing people at Marlboro,
Motorola, and even the Miyun Peanut Factory know exactly how to get their message across to trans-millennial consumers, the Propaganda Bureau still
insists on addressing the People (i.e. consumers) in drab Partyspeak. So even when they have something useful to say, like "Don't drink a bottle of
Erguotou and then go for a drive" or "Don't throw your trash in the street," their message occupies the average Zhou's attention for approximately 0.1
nanoseconds.
These slogans are displayed on billboards across the nation, in stark red
characters painted on whitewash, or printed across a background picture of
flowers or of Tian'anmen Gate. Although the slogans appear to mean nothing
at all, they are in fact trying to convey pragmatic messages that would, if
phrased in understandable terms, appeal to most citizens' common sense.
In plain language, these slogans mean:
1. Respect yourself. Behave well. Be alert. Be independent.
2. Get educated!
3. Get rich without harming the peasants and the workers.
4. Be nice to other people.
Zhao's official reception hasn't always been positive. He has been accused by the Beijing Youth Daily of plagiarizing the dialogue for one of the
photographs in which Zhao asks the panda "Do you mind if I smoke?" "Do you mind if I am extinct?" the panda replies. The Communist Youth
Organization journal cited an American anti-smoking campaign from the early 1990s that shows a man asking a female companion the same question.
She replies: "Do you mind if I die?" Communist Youth Organization journals are not known for their appreciation of cross-cultural satire.
Zhao has also encountered problems due to his personal appearance. Although he dresses smartly and does not look remotely like a hippie, one television
interview with him was rejected as unsuitable by the censors because of his long hair.
He chose a panda bear as his comrade in arms in the struggle for public service because it is a rare and precious animal and a readily identifiable symbol
of China. Despite this, Zhao says, no one has ever given the panda a lovable public face: "Think of the giant panda statue on the traffic circle near the
Asian Games Village," he says, referring to a three-meter-tall fiber-glass Disney mutant built to entertain (or perhaps threaten) athletes who came to
Beijing in 1992 to participate in the games. "That panda is a monster!"
Like government propaganda, the Asian Games panda is large, ominous, shoddily-made and imposed on the public by a faceless authority.
This one is worse because the money-grubbing gimmickry stole China's "national treasure" (note: the panda) and "kung fu" and then came to China to
grab its share of money in post-earthquake China.
We cannot welcome a Hollywood that is relishing the Chinese earthquake!
一家美國動畫公司要做中國熊貓的故事，這從哪裡看來都有點詭異，先不提畫虎不成反類犬的疑慮，熊貓很可愛沒錯，熊貓光坐在地上吃竹子就很可愛，但現在要熊貓飛天
竄地打功夫，看著它肥嘟嘟的肚子，我不禁也摸摸自己的肚子，站在肥胖界同志的立場，我為功夫熊貓捏了一把冷汗。
A U.S. animation company to do the story of China's giant pandas, which are a little bit from where it seems strange, not to mention the painting first
Tiger no doubt like a dog, cute panda Yes, pandas eat bamboo light sitting on the ground is very cute, but now Flying Panda to play channeling efforts
toot watched it the belly fat, I can not help but also feel their bellies, from obesity industry's position, I am Kung Fu Panda捏了一for the cold.
以前以前有看過片頭的，只因為看到一隻熊貓講英文，覺得很不自在而放棄了去觀看它。Previously seen the titles of the past, only to see a panda because
English-speaking, feel very uncomfortable and gave up to watch it. 偏見地區看待了它。 Biased view of its region. 即使是外國人做的熊貓，也有它的價值。 Even
foreigners do pandas, but also its value. 不能有什麽歧視。 What can not be discriminated against.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 2007
Pandas' home city to pass law outlawing abuse of panda images
Saucy and suggestive commercial exploitation of panda images may become a thing of the past in the pandas' home city if a planned law is passed.
The bid for legislation to protect panda images comes in the wake of some controversial uses of panda iconography which have got Chinese citizens hot
under the collar.
Self-styled panda artist Zhao Bandi outraged many with his Bandi-Panda fashion show at China Fashion Week in Beijing earlier this month, sparking
nationwide concerns that the so-called conceptual art creation abused the panda's decent image of being a friendly and cute symbol.

Zhao, who always wears a cap that makes him look like a panda cub on his head, is frequently accompanied at media events by a clutch of scantily-clad
panda girls--dressed in the sexy style of bunny girls, but with panda-eared wigs instead of bunny-eared ones. "I'm a king in the panda's world. You see
these panda girls are my concubines," Bandi said modestly in a recent interview.
At the Beijing fashion parade Zhao used panda imagery in each of his creations. He said he used panda images as "a medium to present different clothing
styles of Chinese social classes and social issues."
"People deem giant pandas to be China's state treasure. I am also a treasure for China, no less significant than the panda," said Zhao, who prefers to be
called pandaman.
Petiethecat: @Pandafur - bye bye Panda see you later, has a nice day
-Pandemonium breaks out at Taipei Zoo
Zookeepers became suspicious of the resident giant pandas’ true pedigree after Tuan Tuan and Yuan Yuan began acting strangely
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Taiwan-China relations were dealt a severe setback yesterday when it was found that Taipei Zoo’s “pandas” are not what they seem.
Zookeepers discovered at feeding time yesterday that the two pandas are in fact Wenzhou brown forest bears that had been dyed to create the panda’s
distinctive black-and-white appearance.
The Taipei Zoo’s head of ursidae ex-procyonidae care, Connie Liu (劉長春), said she became suspicious when the pandas, Tuan Tuan (團團) and Yuan Yuan
(圓圓), began to spend almost all of their waking hours having sex. Pandas are notorious for their low libidos, which make them difficult to breed in
captivity.
“Let’s just say Tuan Tuan and Yuan Yuan would tuan yuan at every chance,” said Liu, referring to the combination of the panda’s names, which means “to
reunite” in Mandarin. “They would do it doggy-style and every armchair zoologist knows that pandas favor the missionary position — when they do it at
all. Their behavior caused chaos. Children screamed and parents became irate.”
Her suspicions were confirmed yesterday when she noticed that the animals’ new hair growth was discolored.
“Their roots began to show,” she said.
A zookeeper who asked to be identified only by his nickname A-diung (阿忠) because he was not authorized to speak with the media said he and his
coworkers had long had their doubts, but were discouraged from publicly voicing their concerns by management.
“Whenever the moaning from the panda enclosure gets too loud we gotta go in there and hose ’em down with cold water,” he said. “After a while, parts of
the animals’ black-and-white patches started to turn brown.”
He said he alerted senior zoo staff who dismissed his concerns.
“They told me pandas at the zoo in Washington, DC, get lethargic and sometimes lie in their own feces because they can’t tolerate hot weather, so it
didn’t surprise them at all that their fur was turning brown since Taipei’s hotter on average than Washington,” he said.
The pandas arrived in Taipei last December as a gift from the Chinese government. The pair were first offered three years ago, but were rejected by thenpresident Chen Shui-bian (陳水扁). After the Chinese Nationalist Party (KMT) candidate Ma Ying-jeou (馬英九) won the presidential election last May, the
pandas were accepted, though critics continue to decry what they see as an attempt by Beijing to bribe Taiwanese with cute, cuddly furballs in lieu of a
more meaningful gesture of goodwill such as removing some of the 1,500 missiles China has pointed at Taiwan.
Even the pandas’ most diehard supporters were brokenhearted yesterday. Some angrily compared the subterfuge to last year’s contaminated milk scandal,
when melamine that had been added to watered-down milk sickened 300,000 victims across China and led to a recall of diary products in countries
including Taiwan.
“First the milk scandal and now this. What are we going to hear next?” said Chang I-jun (張麗君), a Taipei resident.
Chang, who operates a souvenir stand near the zoo’s entrance, added that the scandal would affect sales of her stuffed panda toys, panda T-shirts, panda
pens and notepads, remote-controlled pandas on wheels, caps with panda ears on top, panda fans, panda flashlights, panda mugs, panda eyeglass cases,
panda face masks, panda slippers, panda wallets and panda purses.
“China certainly owes us an apology,” said Chang.
In a statement released yesterday evening, Chinese foreign ministry spokesman Qin Gang (秦剛) addressed the panda scandal.
“We understand that our compatriots in Taiwan are very upset. We wish to assure them that we have taken steps to address their concerns. We hope that
our Taiwanese friends enjoy the gift of two extremely rare Wenzhou brown forest bears,” Qin said.

Gwen Tenyson i very33x like panda

November 28 at 6:08am · Report
Sadia Abedin likes this.
Naim Abd Hamid ~~~~panda panda panda panda panda~~~
November 25 at 8:30pm · Report
Sadia Abedin likes this.
ChEpia PanDa CAem .pANdA it,Z VeRy CuTe N ndUuTz. . . PanDaAaAaAa. . . . . . .
November 20 at 9:37pm · Report
Amanda Tedeschi Panda. Panda. Panda. Panda. Panda. Panda. Panda. Panda. Panda. Panda. Panda. Panda. Panda. Panda., oh yea!
November 19 at 11:05am · Report
George Gerber This m0vie is shit. h0w can adults watch this kind 0f crap?? a fucking panda bear d0ing karate.. wtf! maybe i just dnt hav any sence 0f
hum0r, but i think is realy stupid.
November 12 at 4:09am · Report
View all 8 comments

the slogan on the poster means “fat that shocks the universe, sirloin that stuns the martial arts world”
it’s symmetrical text structure and resemblance to slogans connote the sarcasm intended.
also in the subtitle the word “prowess” was substituted by another word with the same pronunciation but a total different meaning, making the word
mean something like “appetite” or “the quantity you could eat”-like a parody

The numbers in the picture match the list below.
1. The fattest in the world. People may be scared by his fatness.
2. The film was made in China in 2008. It must be the funniest and most interesting in the world.
3. Those who practice kung fu are shocked by his fat belly.
4. Hatred
5. Art Director
6. Action or Kung Fu Director
7. Person's name "Xu Ke." Xu is the last name: a famous director in China.
8. Wong Fei Hong
9. Versus
10. Kung Fu Panda
11. People who know kung fu extremely well.
12. I cannot see the words very clearly, but the general meaning is to describe Wong Fei Hong as the best fighter in the world and to describe the panda
as the one who can eat the most.

FACTORIES CONTACTED

http://us.my.alibaba.com/
http://www.commerce.com.tw/
Company Name: Panda Working Surfaces & Data Corp.
Please do not use all capital letters.
Company Owner: C. Alexander
City: Queens, NY
Postal Code: 11377
Country: United States
Buying Category:
Arts, crafts and gifts
Electronic and electrical
Information Technology
Media and publishing
Telecommunications

Product Keywords of
Purchasing items: 01. Panda
Product Description of Purchasing items:
Panda novelty goods, panda robotics, panda software and computer hardware, all miscellaneous panda and panda brand items
Company Description:
We are a distribution company for the New York City and international market specializing in panda-themed items, panda-themed technology, and panda
brands and brand names. All things panda!
-Established in 1987, Du-hope international group. is a specialized manufacturer of industrial and consuming commodities , medical products. Through
years of development, it has been developing rapidly from annual sales volume of USD12,000,000 to USD130,000,000.
Diversifying from purely foreign trade to manufacturing, trading and domestic distribution, we are able to supply tools, toys, construction & decoration,
medical products, as well as chemicals, metals and machinery. Consequently, our products are selling well in the American, European, Japanese, Asean
and the Middle East markets. To take on new challenges and new conditions, the company has further re-organized since 2004, and has become a
company of mixed ownership.
Presently, we are looking forward to even greater cooperation with overseas customers based on mutual benefits. Please feel free to contact us for more
details.
Company Profile
Basic Information
Authenticated and Verified.
Click here for more third-party Authenticated and Verified information about this company.
Company Name: Du-Hope International Group
Business Type:
Manufacturer, Distributor/Wholesaler, Business Service (Transportation, finance, travel, Ads, etc)
Product/Service
(We Sell): Industrial and consuming commodities,Medical products
Registered Address:
No.199 Jianye Road, Baixia District, Nanjing, Jiangsu, China Zip: 210004
Number of Employees: 101 - 500 People
Company Website URL: http://www.du-hope.com
Ownership & Capital
Year Established: 1992-11-16
Legal Representative/Business Owner: Mr. Tao Xie
Trade & Market
Main Markets: North America
Eastern Europe
Southeast Asia
Africa
Mid East
Western Europe
Export Percentage: 71% - 80%
Trade Shows: Guangzhou Spring Fair, Guangzhou, China
Factory Information
Factory Size: 5,000-10,000 square meters
QA/QC: In House
No. of R&D Staff: 21 - 30 People
No. of QC Staff:
11 - 20 People
Management Certification:
ISO 9000/9001/9004/19011: 2000 ISO 14000/14001
Contract Manufacturing:
OEM Service Offered Design Service Offered Buyer Label Offered
Send your message to this supplier
-xulong co.,ltd(china)
We provide all products concerning CHINESE PANDA.
Thank for your inquiry.We are friends.
Our company is a manufacture of Halloween festival series products and nail beauty product from Taiwan and already come to Mainland China for 12
years.we also cooperating with a large trading company to do the import and export.
If you run into following several situations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

You can't find out the products that you want.
You can't find out the factory that you are satisfied with.
You can’t find out the target price that you expect.
If you need a trustworthy colleague's friend in China who can resolve for you in the Chinese problem.

Please advice us. We will use the most sincere heart to do for you.
And we do all panda souvenirs that you want.Thank you for your inquiry. We are friends.
Please see our website For Halloween "3W.xulong888",For Nail Beauty "3w.nailuvgel",thank you.
Products Keyword
festival,halloween,mask,nail art,nail care,beauty,panda souvenirs,uv lamp,uv gel

Contact information
Company :
xulong co.,ltd(china)
Email:
Contact us
URL:
********
********
Phone: 86-579-5171387
Fax :
86-579-5171383
Country :
China
Address :
yi wu,zhejiang,chaina
Showroom
1.
CHINESE PANDA Products Series
2.
Halloween Festival Series
3.
Uv Light For Nail

Subject: Panda Moveable Toy
Content:
I am writing to inquire about the Panda Moveable Toy, which is featured on your profile at <http://www.commerce.com.tw>. Could you please send more
information on the Panda Moveable Toy? How does it move? We may consider the Panda Moveable Toy for distribution.
In addition, I would like to receive more information on your Chinese Panda product series. Could you direct me to your full product listing or contact me
with information on this product line?
Sincerely,
C. Alexander
-PARKO Gift is a design and quality oriented chinese mainland manufacturer of office and home products.The fashionable designed high quality products
have been bringing consumers more experience of a better life taste.We are also specialized in promotional gift and premium.For years,we have been
helping our customers build up their brands and companies images in the markets with our high standard products.
With a strong team of professional designers,we are presenting new products frequently.With the most strict requirements,we can guarantee the highest
quality.
Our Prospect
Our target is to become a leading chain store supplier of household products.
Our Concepts
We believe that excellent design can help improve the taste of life. We focus on the quality and practicability of our products. Meanwhile, we can also
provide competitive prices to consumers through our professional purchasing team.
Our Strategic Direction
To achieve our target and create more value for consumers, we will follow three directions:
· − Market : Consumer's demand oriented.
· − Design : High investment in design to guarantee the leading position of PARKO products in the markets.
· − Pricing: Providing generally acceptable competitive prices.
Parko Gifts Co., Ltd

Subject: Panda Fan
I am writing to inquire about the Panda Fan, which is featured on your profile. Could you please send more information on the Panda Fan?

-ESSA TOYS TRADE CO., LTD is located in Chenghai district, Shantou city, Guangdong province,southern China , which is a world production base of toys
and crafts with prosperous business and convenient transportation. Our main products are toys and crafts ，accessorial products include furniture series ,
fashion commodity and so on . We established a big showroom with a collection of products from over ten thousand firms in Chenghai district. Most
appealing and top quality product with most favorable price . Excellent professional staffs, advanced management mode, flexible types of trade and a
principle of keeping great product, service and credibility will guarantee a maximum benefit to you.
About QC : Some oversea customer worry about the quality of Chinese toys . For the purpose of eliminate this problem , we have established a
professional QC pioneering team lead by general manager , since our company set up 2006. We inspect every commodity carefully for you. our QC
pioneering team always show customer a rational acceptability of products .
If you have any question or cooperating willing , don't hesitate to contact us by phone , Email or through other channel. we sincere welcome you arrive our
company personally and talk to us. We have strong selfconfidence to provide you with professional and considerate service and top quality product.
Company :
ESSA TOYS TRADE CO.,LTD
Email:
Contact us
URL:
********
Phone: 86-0754-83239999

Fax :
86-0754-83239000
Country :
China
Address :
3F Wan Feng Building,Xi Hua Road,Cheng Hai,Shan Tou City,Guang Dong,China.

Subject: Panda Boxing
I am writing to inquire about the Panda Boxing Set, which is featured on your profile. Could you please send more information on the Panda Boxing Set?
Does it box as in the sport, or does it place things in a box?

-Panda Electronic technology Co., Ltd is one of the leading manufacturers and suppliers of audio & video products in China. Our company provides
cutting-edge electronic products in four fields: Mobile Phone, GPS Navigation, Digital Photo Frame, and Mini Laptop.
Within 8 years' development, our company expands from a small workshop to a fully equipped manufacturing plant with 12 production lines. Now, we
have two facilities in China. One is the factory located in Longgang District with a total area of 3,000 square meters and over 250 workers, the other is
office located in central of Hong Kong, for conveniently serving the overseas customers. Continuous growth has also fueled our ability to constantly
develop new technology and new manufacturing processes that in turn drive the creation of high performance and rich features of products. Since quality
is seen as the heart and soul of Panda-Tech, we always devote ourselves to improving product quality to meet our ultimate goal of 0% defect rate.
We are proud that most of products have been approved with CE, FCC, and RoHS certifications. With high quality products and good service, Panda tech
has built a worldwide sales network. Over 80% of our products are exported to Europe, America, South Africa, and other regions around the world.
It is our integrity and genuine concern for customers' needs that set Panda Electronic technology apart from all other companies. We will continue to strive
to meet our customers' needs and to exceed their expectation. We exist because of our customers and we honor their trust in allowing us to support
them.
Company Profile
Basic Information
Authenticated and Verified.
Click here for more third-party Authenticated and Verified information about this company.
Company Name: Panda Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.
Business Type:
Manufacturer, Trading Company, Agent, Distributor/Wholesaler
Product/Service
(We Sell): Cellphone,Mobile Phone,Mp3 Player,Mp4 Player,Digital Photo Frame,Car Mp3 Player,Bluetooth,Memory Card,USB Flash Drive,HDD Media
Player,Phone Accessory,Computerspiel Accessory,Computer Accessory,HDMI Cable,Laptop,GPS Navigation,Watch Phone,Panda Electronic Product
Product/Service
(We Buy): IC,Memory card,Electronic Accessories
Registered Address:
Flat A, SZ001, 15/F, Hillier Commercial Bldg, 65-67 Bonham Strand East, Sheung Wan, Hong Kong
Brands: panda
Number of Employees: 11 - 50 People
Company Website URL: http://www.telpanda.com
Ownership & Capital
Year Established: 2008
Legal Representative/Business Owner: Mr. Liang He
Trade & Market
Main Markets: North America
South America
Eastern Europe
Southeast Asia
Africa
Oceania
Mid East
Eastern Asia
Western Europe
Export Percentage: 71% - 80%
Factory Information
Factory Size: 1,000-3,000 square meters
Factory Location: shen zhen
QA/QC: In House
No. of Production Lines:5
No. of R&D Staff: 5 - 10 People
No. of QC Staff:
11 - 20 People
Management Certification:
ISO 9000/9001/9004/19011: 2000
Contract Manufacturing:
OEM Service Offered Design Service Offered Buyer Label Offered

Subject: PANDA TV
I am writing to inquire about the PANDA TV Quad band, Dual Sim Cards Dual Standby i9+++ mobile phone with Symbian Operating System, which is
featured on your profile. Could you please send more information on the PANDA TV Quad band, Dual Sim Cards Dual Standby i9+++ mobile phone?

-Trouble-Making Panda
Battery-operated Panda (152360)
Type:
Animal
Place of Origin:
Guangdong, China
Brand Name: BM
Type:
Other Toy Vehicle
Product Details
Battery-operated Panda,High Quality & Low Price.
Item No.:152360.
Description:Battery-operated Panda ,Trouble-making panda.
Qty/Ctn:36 pcs.
Ctn Size:57.5*47.5*89 cm
Packing:Color box.
Packing Size:18.2*15*21 cm
G.W./N.W.:22.5/20 kgs.
Certificate:EN71/62115/ROHS.
Main functions:
1,It can make universal turning.
2,Its can twinkle with innervation music.
3,Its head can swing left and right.
4,Its arm can swing up and down.

Bemay Toy Industrial Co. Ltd is proud to be an industry leading company which strives for customer satisfaction in the import, export, and logistical
solutions in the toy industry.
Since 1995, Bemay has established a high level of quality in its selection of toys with standardized and modernized facilities. With strong and capable
staff, we will ensure satisfaction and have received compliments from our countless number of clients from Europe, North America, Asia, Africa, New
Zealand and Australia. We keep close personal ties with thousands of manufacturers and provide excellent customer service. By seeking long term
business partners, we aim to please with honest and reliable customer service.
Bemay Industrial Co. Ltd is a dynamic and growing manufacturer situated in
the center of the toy industry, Shantou, China. With offices in North
America and Europe, our engineers and sales staff is happy to assist you for
all of your manufacturing needs. We specialize in R/C vehicles ranging from
2-6 channel vehicles. With an in-depth knowledge of cars, boats, helicopters
and new exciting hybrids, Bemay Industrial Co. Ltd can produce high quality
items at very reasonable prices. We do not take any short cuts and are
extremely proud to combine a fusion of Western knowledge with Eastern
competitiveness. We have successful produced a wide variety of items ranging
from small plastic promotional items to large scale projects for government
programs. We invite you to manufacture your next toy with us for a hassle and
stress free production.
Our mission is to provide quality products and provide our clients the flexibility and adaptability that all markets require. Our extensive use of information
systems and constant feedback from suppliers and customers means we can analyze product and market demand and since we do not have inventories.
We welcome custom and original orders. We appreciate any input and welcome you to contact us today!
Company Profile
Basic Information
Authenticated and Verified.
Click here for more third-party Authenticated and Verified information about this company.
Company Name: Bemay Toy Industrial Co., Ltd.
Business Type:
Manufacturer, Trading Company, Buying Office, Distributor/Wholesaler
Product/Service
(We Sell): die cast toys,rc toys,plastic toys
Registered Address:
No.12 ,North Meixing Road, Pumei, Guangyi, Chenghai Dist., Shantou, Guangdong, China
Number of Employees: 101 - 500 People
Company Website URL: http://www.bmtoys.com
Ownership & Capital
Year Established: 1995
Legal Representative/Business Owner: Mr. Xiongcai Chen
Trade & Market
Main Markets: North America
South America
Eastern Europe
Southeast Asia
Africa
Oceania
Mid East
Eastern Asia
Western Europe
Total Annual Sales Volume: Above US$100 Million
Export Percentage: 71% - 80%
Total Annual Purchase Volume: Below US$1 Million
Factory Information

Factory Size: Below 1,000 square meters
QA/QC: In House
No. of Production Lines:1
No. of R&D Staff: Less than 5 People
No. of QC Staff:
Less than 5 People
Contract Manufacturing:
OEM Service Offered

Subject: Please send me a quote
I am writing to inquire about the Battery-Operated Panda ,Trouble-Making Panda, which is featured on your profile. Could you please send more
information on the Trouble-making Panda?

--

lovely panda with loud voice
Brand Name: ZD
Place of Origin:
Guangdong China
Product Details
1
2
3
1
2
3

lovely panda
with loud voice
varoius style
lovely panda
with loud vioce
many styles

Zhengda Webbing Manufacture [China]
Established in 2006, we are a professional manufacturer and exporter that is concerned with the design, development and production of toys, plastics,
and metals. We are located in Shenzhen, with convenient transportation access. All of our products comply with international quality standards and are
greatly appreciated in a variety of different markets throughout the world.
Covering an area of 600,000 square meters, our firm now has over 100 employees. We boast an annual sales figure that exceeds USD 10,000 million and
currently export 70% of our products to worldwide countries.
Our well-equipped facilities and excellent quality control throughout all stages of production enable us to guarantee total customer satisfaction.
As a result of our high quality products and outstanding customer service, we have gained a sales network in Europe.
If you are interested in any of our products or would like to discuss a custom order, please feel free to contact us. We are looking forward to forming
successful business relationships with new clients from around the world in the near future.
Company Profile
Basic Information
Authenticated and Verified.
Click here for more third-party Authenticated and Verified information about this company.
Company Name: Zhengda Webbing Manufacture
Business Type:
Manufacturer, Trading Company
Product/Service
(We Sell): Juggling Diabolo,juggling balls,juggling club,juggling plate,Roadblock,jumpping rope
Registered Address:
2/F, Block 2, 243 Xinsheng Road, Longgang Community, Longgang Street , Longgang, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China Zip: 518100
Number of Employees: 51 - 100 People
Ownership & Capital
Year Established: 2007
Legal Representative/Business Owner: Ms. Lihao Zhou
Trade & Market
Main Markets: North America
South America
Oceania
Eastern Asia
Western Europe
Factory Information
Factory Size: 3,000-5,000 square meters
QA/QC: In House
No. of Production Lines:3
No. of R&D Staff: 5 - 10 People
No. of QC Staff:
5 - 10 People
Management Certification:
ISO 9000/9001/9004/19011: 2000 QS-9000
Contract Manufacturing:
OEM Service Offered Design Service Offered

Subject: Please send me more information on your lovely panda with loud voice
I am writing to inquire about the Lovely Panda With Loud Voice, which is featured on your profile. Could you please send more information on the Lovely
Panda With Loud Voice? Is this a squeeze toy? How loud is the Panda's voice?
-lovely panda and squirrel costumes
Size: all size available
Brand Name: goodtime
Style:
Cartoon Costume
Type:
a full set
Place of Origin:
Beijing China
Technics: handmade
Model Number:
XXL
Material: plush & polyfoam
Size: XXL
Payment Terms:
L/C,T/T,Western Union
Minimum Order Quantity:
1 Set/Sets
Supply Ability:5000 Set/Sets per Month
Package: 45*50*45cm standard export cardboard
Delivery Time:7-10days
Product Details
our costume has high quality and low price.MOQ is 1 set.any size,color is available.delivery time is 7 days.OEM orders accepted.
Product
panda and squirrel costumes
Adult Size
5'4"(162cm) to 6'2"(183cm) (Extra size can be supplied ,
You should contact with me before you bid
Included Accessories
Mascot head,mascot body, shoe covers, tail, hand covers,
Head material
Epe/polythene (notpaperboard/polyfoam).
Perfect Vision, Lightweight, Breathable & Washable Inside
Costume material
High quality short plush
Weight
8-11 pounds (4-5 Kg)
Head weight
head alone will usually weigh 4-5 pounds depending on the costume
Package
put into thick carton box, size :45*50*45CM
Detailed Product Description
1.
This panda and squirrel costumes has four parts: head, body, legs and feet.
2.
The head part is made out of lightweight polyfoam, it will sit on the shoulders of performer.
3.
The performer can see through opening on the head part (eye holes).
4.
The head is designed for good ventilation
5.
One size fit most adults

Beijing Good Time International Co., Ltd. . designs, manufactures, and sells all types of costumes, including customized costumes.
The company specializes in:
- Made-to-order costumes, created according to a photograph or pattern provided by the client.
- Designing and making cartoon costumes, costumes for stage plays, and mascot costumes for companies, schools, and special events.
- Inflatable arches and products for festivals, weddings, and other celebrations.
- Manufacturing costumes and inflatable goods by contract.
Our company offers unique creative designs, professional technological capabilities, and efficient, high-quality production processes which enjoyed great
popularity in the market.In light of the changes in clothing fashions, we adopt fashionable facing fabrics and develop various new styles continually so as
to satisfy the various requirements of customers.
We always know that the only way to win are PERFECT QUALITY and FABVORABLE PRICE.The products have been exported to United Kingdom, Singapore
and other countries and areas. And we have received unanimous commendations from our customers.
Company Profile
Basic Information
Authenticated and Verified.
Click here for more third-party Authenticated and Verified information about this company.
Company Name: Beijing Good Time International Co., Ltd.
Business Type:
Manufacturer
Product/Service
(We Sell): Cartoon costumes,mascot costumes,performance costumes,stage properties,national costumes,inflatable products,cosplay costumes,furry
suit,fur suit,festival costumes,Comic and Animation costumes,Comic costumes,Animation costumes,cartoon clothing
Registered Address:
Room 416, Building 1, No. 7, Haiying Road, Science City, Fengtai District, Beijing, China Zip: 100070
Brands: GOOD TIME

Number of Employees: 51 - 100 People
Company Website URL: http://www.bjgoodtime.com
Ownership & Capital
Year Established: 2007-12-11
Legal Representative/Business Owner: Mr. Juling Zhang
Trade & Market
Main Markets: North America
South America
Eastern Europe
Southeast Asia
Africa
Oceania
Mid East
Eastern Asia
Western Europe
Total Annual Sales Volume: US$1 Million - US$2.5 Million
Export Percentage: 51% - 60%
Total Annual Purchase Volume: Below US$1 Million
Factory Information
Factory Size: Below 1,000 square meters
QA/QC: In House
No. of Production Lines:2
No. of R&D Staff: 5 - 10 People
No. of QC Staff:
Less than 5 People
Management Certification:
Others
Contract Manufacturing:
OEM Service Offered Design Service Offered Buyer Label Offered

Subject: Lovely Panda and Squirrel Costumes
I am writing to inquire about the Lovely Panda and Squirrel Costumes, which are featured on your profile. Could you please send more information on the
Lovely Panda and Squirrel Costumes?
-Kongfu Panda Pop Art Oil Painting
Minimum Order Quantity:
5 pieces
Packages:
blister bags,rolled tube or cartons
Port: Yantian/Shekou,Shenzhen
Payment Terms:
T/T;Western Union;Paypal
Brand Name: Muse Art
Style:
Canvas Oil Painting
Place of Origin:
Guangdong China
Model Number:
MS-PO1
Subjects: Famous Person
Frame:
Stretcher
Product Details
This painting was painted by a real artist ,no printing or digital techniques will be used on all of our paintings.
* 100% handmade oil paintings on canvas
* Custom oil paintings made according to your pictures and requests
* Skilled artists with 10-20 years full time working experience
* Shipping your order within 48 hours if the oil paintings are in storage
* Special supervision team to control quality
* Excellent sales team will follow your every message in time
* Worldwide shipping available
This painting was painted by a real artist ,no printing or digital techniques will be used on all of our paintings.

Shenzhen Muse Art Gallery
Shenzhen Muse Art Gallery is mainly engaged in manufacturing and distribution of oil paintings. Our mission is to bring customers exquisite and
attractive artworks.
We are a professional manufacturer and exporter of handmade oil painting. A wide range of oil painting is available for your selection; customized themes
and dimensions as well as paintings from photos are acceptable. Hundreds of experienced painters with professional background make mass production
possible. Impressionism, abstractionism, classicism, portraiture, nude, landscape, still life, contemporary, flower piece and master-works reproduction
are available. We have got over thousands of themes for customers. We also manage to satisfy the requests of batch-order. We can assure you that all the
paintings are handmade with great-quality and reasonable price. So we are a competitive cooperate-fellow for family-users, painting-dealers, galleries
and group-units in the world.
Company Profile
Basic Information
Authenticated and Verified.
Click here for more third-party Authenticated and Verified information about this company.

Company Name: Shenzhen Muse Art Gallery
Business Type:
Manufacturer, Distributor/Wholesaler
Product/Service
(We Sell): Original Painting,Reproduction,Portrait,ceramic Painting,Watercolor Painting
Registered Address:
No.104,1/F,No.1, Lane 4,Dafen Laowei West,Buji Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China
Brands: Muse
Number of Employees: 51 - 100 People
Company Website URL: http://muse-oilpainting.com
Ownership & Capital
Year Established: 2009
Legal Representative/Business Owner: Mr. Aimin Chen
Trade & Market
Main Markets: North America
South America
Eastern Europe
Southeast Asia
Africa
Oceania
Mid East
Eastern Asia
Western Europe
Factory Information
Factory Size: Below 1,000 square meters
QA/QC: In House
No. of R&D Staff: 5 - 10 People
No. of QC Staff:
5 - 10 People

Subject: Kongfu Panda Pop Art Oil Painting
I am writing to inquire about the Kongfu Panda Pop Art Oil Painting, which is featured on your profile. Could you please send more information on the
Kongfu Panda Pop Art Oil Painting? What standard sizes are available, and how much are do they cost per unit? Can you paint a specialty 9 foot by 9 foot
size, and what would the unit cost be on this item? Can the background colors be varied? We would like to consider the Kongfu Panda Pop Art Oil Painting
for distribution in the New York City area.

美斯油画Jenny Liu to me
show details 11/23/09

Thank you for your inquiry.
Our standard size is 30X30 inch,which cost USD 15 per unit.
If paint one sample for 9X9 foot,it will cost USD 150.The background color can be painted per your request.
Attached other pictures of panda oil paintings for your reference.
Any other problem,please feel free to contact me,thank you.
Best regards,
Jenny Liu

-Sound Activated Vibrating Panda
Material: Abs
Product size: 7 cm height
Brand Name: Getter
Place of Origin:
China
Model Number:
G2002-1
Payment Terms:
L/C,T/T
Minimum Order Quantity:
5000 Piece/Pieces
Product Details
Clap your hands or make a snap, the cute panda will vibrate and speak! 7 cm height , cute design, elegant appearance.
Features:
Clap your hands or make a snap, the cute panda will vibrate and speak!
Press button on head, begin playing 30 seconds, sending baby sound, or shake her ear when you clap your hands...
Description:
* Cute design
* Elegant appearance
* 3 designs available, panda, rabbit and mini cat
* Product dimensions: 7cm x 4cm x 7.3cm (WxDxH)
* Use age: 3 years and up
* Battery: DC 1.5 V X 3 pieces (Included)

Packing: color box
288 pieces / 0.135 cbm/ carton
N.W.: 20.00 kg
G.W.: 21.00 kg
Conveyance:
Qty / 20' GP: 57,532 pieces

Guangdong New Lesson Technology Co., Ltd.
Guangdong New Lesson Technology Co., Ltd. specializes in the design and manufacture of toys. Founded in 2003, we have already established our Getter
brand in China and have successfully filled repeat orders from buyers in North and South America, Europe, Australia and Asia.
We offer you an extensive range of promotional toys, baby toys and radio control toys. We have 50,000 square meters facility houses, a research and
design center, a tooling workshop, and factories for plastic injection, silkscreen printing and toy assembly. We also provide comprehensive ODM / OEM
services.
Company Profile
Basic Information
Authenticated and Verified.
Click here for more third-party Authenticated and Verified information about this company.
Company Name: Guangdong New lesson Technology Co., Ltd.
Business Type:
Manufacturer, Trading Company
Product/Service
(We Sell): Promotional Toys, Novelties, Baby Toys, Preschool Educational Toys, Radio Control Toys
Registered Address:
No. 58-A, Wanji Industrial Zone, Shantou, Guangdong, China Zip: 515041
Number of Employees: 101 - 500 People
Company Website URL: http://www.newlesson.com
Ownership & Capital
Year Established: 2003-05-26
Legal Representative/Business Owner: Mr. Chenghong Luo
Trade & Market
Main Markets: North America
South America
Eastern Europe
Southeast Asia
Eastern Asia
Western Europe
Total Annual Sales Volume: US$5 Million - US$10 Million
Trade Shows: CECF (Second Phase)
Apr. 25 -30, 2008
Liuhua Complex
Guangzhou, China
Booth number: 9.5A08
Factory Information
Contract Manufacturing:
OEM Service Offered Design Service Offered Buyer Label Offered

Subject: Sound Activated Vibrating Panda
I am writing to inquire about the Sound Activated Vibrating Panda, which is featured on your profile. Could you please send more information on the
Sound Activated Vibrating Panda? The profile description says "the cute panda will vibrate and speak!" What does the Panda say when it speaks? Can the
Panda be customized to say anything we want? We would like to consider the Sound Activated Vibrating Panda for distribution in the New York City area. If
possible, we would like the Panda to say, "Our purpose is to ensure that literature and art fit well into the whole revolutionary machine as a component
part." We can provide a voice recording of our founder speaking these words.

tom to me
show details 11/23/09
Thank you for your inquiry.
The sound activated viberating doll can speak. When you activate it, it says: Nice to meet you, after the activation, when it hear sound,
it will make some noise as a funny baby, when keep it quite for 30 seconds, it will turn itself off, and says: see you later.
This item can be customized to say what you want, but this will have extra charge.
The quotation of our panda design items was attached, any questions please be free to let me know. Thanks.
2009-11-23
Best regards,

Tom Su
Guangdong Newlesson Technology CO.LTD
Direct line: (86) 754-88386668
Skype:tlfove
MSN: zhentaosu@hotmail.com
www.newlesson.com

-Dynamic Panda Ten Thousand Years Calendar ( YXL1)
Detailed Product Description
Dynamic panda ten thousand years calendar ( YXL1)
Hold to there is the panda of an amiability on the act at play on a swing, kick ball,
Say hello, very lovely.Another??it has hereinafter function??
1?? Ten thousand years calendar manifestation:Show the year, month, day, on time,
cent, second's function.
2. Music alarm clock:Function of a alarm clock, start the term choose 6 worlds the
song inside the BIBI, DiDi the voice the conduct and actions the alarm clock the
voice, and can by oneself set up the alarm clock time.
3. World hour:Can the direct key search the whole world time of 16 national cities
4. Calculator:Have the function of eight few calculators, and contain the +,-, ??,
??, M+, M-, MRC,% etc. function
5. Time:Can choose the 12/24 system, and can at that last/ afternoon directly convert
6. countdown :It is biggest to set up 99 hours the countdown for 59 dividing 59
seconds, and establish to have the pause function.
Our company another there is elegant and big variety square, quantity good, the price
is low, practical gift of function, sales promotion goods , merchandise, please
contact us or visit our site understanding more detail
with look into the diagram slice.

Guangzhou Chuanzhizuo Trading Co., Ltd.
Company Name: Guangzhou Chuanzhizuo Trading Co., Ltd
Business Type:
Manufacturer
Product/Service
(We Sell): Fan, pen container, file, light trayset, CD bag, present per chained flowers, decorative crackers, Christmas
Address: F609, Run Qiao Building No.345, Guangzshou Da Dao Middle Rood
Number of Employees: 51 - 100 People
Company Website URL: http://www.eptang.com
Ownership & Capital
Year Established: 2002
Legal Representative/Business Owner: Chen
Trade & Market
Main Markets: North America
South America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe
Eastern Asia
Southeast Asia
Mid East
Africa
Oceania
Factory Information
No. of R&D Staff: 11 - 20 People
Contract Manufacturing:
OEM Service Offered

Subject: Dynamic Panda Ten Thousand Years Calendar ( YXL1)
I am writing to inquire about the Dynamic Panda Ten Thousand Years Calendar ( YXL1), which is featured on your profile. Could you please send more
information about the Dynamic Panda Ten Thousand Years Calendar ( YXL1)? The Dynamic Panda Ten Thousand Years Calendar ( YXL1) fits well with our
sales line, and we would like to consider the Dynamic Panda for distribution in the New York City area. However, we need more information. The photo at
your profile site is very small. Can you contact me with a larger, clearer photo? In addition, we are not sure about the nature of the product. Is it designed
to last ten thousand years, or does it simply allow its user to look up dates over a period of ten thousand years? If it allows the user to look up dates over
a period of ten thousand years, when does that period begin and end?
In addition, I would like to receive more information on any Panda items in your product line. Could you direct me to your full product listing or contact
me with information on Panda items in your product line?

